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Country music personality Earl Scruggs
was injured in a plane crash!early today
after returning to Nashville from a concert
here last night.
Scruggs suffered a broken nose, a
broken ankle, facial lacerations and head
injuries after his Cessna 172 airplane.
sashed during a landing at Cornelia Fort -
Airfield in Nashville.
Officials at Memorial Hospital said
Scruggs„ 51, was in satisfactory condition
and would be admitted for treatment.
A spokesman for the private airfield said
Scruggs plane apparently overshot the
landing strip and flipped over in a farm
field. Police said they found the bluegrass
musician' kneeling "outsidethe aircraft.
They said a nearby resident hearthScruggs
calling for ,assistance and summoned
them.
The Nashville performer is best known
for his playing of the five-string banjo. He
has been featured in themes for television
shows and movies and has performed at
Carnegie Hall in New York. He performed
last night at the Murray State University
Lovett Auditorium, In, recent years has
combined with two of Ifis sons, Randy and




Murray City Police are still in-
vestigating a daring daylight robbery at
the Say-Rite Pharmacy Saturday af-
ternoon.
Officers said a lone gunman, armed with
what was believed to be a .38 caliber pistol,
forced pharmacist Adrian Ligon to fill a
wastebasket with about $400 in drugs. The
robber then fled through a rear door.
The robbery occurred at about four p.m.
Saturday afternoon. While the robbery
was in progress, a clerk in the front of the.
store was phoning police, but the holdup
man had escaped when they arrived.
Officers said an investigation is con-
tinuing into several possible leads in the
incident. No one was injured in the rob-
bery.
Cloudy and Warmer
Partly cloudy and a little warmer today
with a few widely scattered showers in the
area through the evening hours. High in
the low 70s. Tonight clearing and cool, low
in the mid 50s. Tuesday sunny and a little
warmer, high in the upper 70s. Wednesday
mild but with a chance of a shower.
NATIONAL HUNTING AND FISHING DAY—With a conservative estimate of 3,500 in attendance, the Land Between theLakes-sponsored National Hunting and Fishing Day attracted sportsmen from all over the area Sunday at Empire Farm inthe LBL. 1Fwo major features of the day were the exhibition and demonstration of the elarsetican Mountain Men, and theState Turkey Calling Contest. Joe Pat Futrell, of Murray Route Five, took second place in the adult division in the turkeycalling cOntest, while his daughter. Melanie, took second place in the youth divisi-pn. Dasid Hale of Cadiz was first in theadult division, and Rusty Broadbent was first in the youth division. It was the fourth annual National Hunting and FishingDay, and the second straight year for the event at the Empire Farm. Staff Photos by Dastd Hill
Report Says Patty Hearst 'Asked'
To Join SLA After Her Kidnapping
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Patricia
Hearst asked permission to join the Sym-
bionese Liberation Army seven weeks af-
ter she was kidnaped and took part in a
bank robbery -to prove herself to the
SLA," an article in the new issue of Rolling
Wanda Ralfe of 'Murray was selected as second runnerup in the 'MissWheelchair America Pageant held Friday, Saturday, and Sunday at Columbus,Ohio. Miss Mississippi Dixie Lee Ethridge, graduate in English at Delta StateUniversity, was named as the winner, and Miss Illinois, Shirley Holmes, who hasher Masjer'.4 degree in two fields from Southern Illinois University and now ateacher, was first runnerup. Thirty-five girls were entered in the Pageant. MissRolfe was accrowpanied to ColumOus by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Rick-man, and Miss Carman Arnold, last year's.Murray State.fOotbaft queen. Miss Rolfe
was named as Miss Wheelchair Kentucky at the Eastern Kentucky Corn-•piehensive Rehabilitatin Center at Thelma in Johnson County on luly 12. •
Stone magazine says.
Associate Editor Howard Kohn end
reporter David Weir said today their ac-
count was based on information from un-
identified sources who "talked to Patty
Hearst; they were there; they helped
her."
Kohn and Weir were interviewed on
NBC's "Today Show."
The Rolling Stone reporters said that:
—Miss Hearst was confined, apparently
in a closet, for four weeks immediately af-
ter she was kidnaped from her Berkeley
apartment on Feb. 4, 1974, by the SLA. In
an affidavit filed last week in federal court
here, Miss Hearst said she was held in a
closet for nine weeks.
—Miss Hearst asked to be permitted to
join the SLA but most members of the
group were opposed. It was SLA leader
Donald DeFreeze, who called himself
"Cinque," who convinced others to accept
her.
—When she was released from con-
finement, Miss Hearst was allowed to
move freely among SLA members and sat
in on the group's "daily political study
sessions."
—When six members of the SLA died in a
shootout with LOS Angeles Police, Miss
Hearst and SLA members Bill and Emily
Harris were a few blocks away listening to
radio accounts of the confrontation. The
Harrises quickly bought a used car and left
Los Angeles, with Miss Hearst hiding in
the back seat under a blanket, for San
Francisco.
—Sports activist Jack Scott was in-
troduced to the Harrises after word was
spread that he wanted to write a book on
the organization. The Harrises invited
Scott to a Berkeley apartment, where he
met Patty Hearst for the first time and
agreed to drive her to the East Coast.
—The Harries "found other m"an" of
leaving Berkeley for the Scotts' New York
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"posing as man and wife," drove east-
ward. Miss Hearst was "very uptight" and
"felt extremely vulnerable to being
recognized along the way," Weir said, but
there was no problem. The group met
fugitive Wendy Yoshimura in New York
and then went to a Pennsylvania far-
mhouse rented by Scott's wife, Miclu.
—At one point during the trip, Kohn and
Weir said Scott stopped the car and told
Miss Hearst he would drive her anywhere
she wanted to go, including home to her
parents, but she declined his offer, saying,
"I want to go where my friends are going."-,
FORUM RESET TUESDAY
The American Issues Forum
presented by the students of Mrs. Ruth
Howard's French classes at Murray
High School will be shown Tuesday,
September 30, on Cable 11 from six to
seven p. m. It was not shown at the
scheduled time because the MSU cable
was inadvertently cut by construction
workers.
Government's Share
Of Local Income Is -
Reported On Increase
To what extent do Calloway County
residents look to Washington and to their
state and local governments for their
wherewithal? What proportion of their
income comes from such sources?
Locally and everywhere else across the
country, according to recent studies,
people are getting a larger part of their
income from government than ever
before.
It is estimated that 31 cents out of every
dollar received by Calloway County
residents comes to them in the form of
government checks covering wages and
social benefits.
Washington provides 20 cents of it and
the state and local governments, 11 cents.
The ratio runs considerably higher in
some areas of the nation, for various
reasons, than in others. It is highest, 62 per
cent, in the District of Columbia, due to the
large number of Federal employees there.
It is lowest in Connecticut, 22 per cent.
Nationally, 22 per cent of income now
comes from government sources, com-
pared with 24 per cent in 1971.
The figures are based upon state-by-
state analyses, made by the Department of
Labor, the Tax Foundation and others.
In Calloway C,outy, the figures indicate,
approximately $35,743,000 of net personal
income came via government checks in
the past year.
Included in this total were wages and
salaries to pbulic employees, pensions,
unemployment insurance, social security,
food stamps, welfare payments, health
benefits and the like.
Overall, more than 8365 million a year is
being paid out to individuals by Federal
and local governments in wages and social
benefits. With one out of every five
jobholders now on government .paroll,
close to half that sum-is for wages and
salaries.
The rest is going to retired and disabled
men and women, to veterans, to the
unemployed and to others in need.
It is estimated athat about one-seventh
of all income in the United States
represents social benefits to persons in
these groups.
The Tax Foundation and others are
disturbed by the rising role of government
in the lives of people through these
mandated and "relatively uncontrollable"
commitments.
Seventh In History Symposium
Series Scheduled At University
The seventh in a series of eight major
symposiums to be held at Murray State
University by early 1976 and dealing with
America's Revolutionary War history will
be conducted at the University Wed-
nesday, Oct. 8.
The symposium, like the six previous
ones, has been designed to- help junior
high, high school, community college and
four-year-college-level teachers prepare
for more meaningful teaching of the
Revolutionary War era during 1976-83,
America's bicentennial celebration
period.
Marc Hays, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Hays, has been selected to be one of
the three at-large DECA delegates for
the Kentucky Youth Power Food
Conference. The meeting will be Oc-
tober 9-11 in Louisville, with ap-
proximately 300 students attending.
Hays is a Distributive fducation
student at the Murray Area
Vocational Education Center and is
President of the Murray DECA Chap-
ter, Ms. Beverly McKinley,
Distributive Education Teacher at the
Murray Area Vocational Education
Center, will attend this conference
and serve in an official capacity.
The theme of the Oct. 8 symposium will
be: "The American Revolution: A
Struggle for Freedom." Three nationally-
recognized authorities on the
Revolutionary era are scheduled to par-
ticipate in the discussions.
Dr. Linda Grant DePauw, an associate
professor of history at George Washington
University in Washington, D. C., will serve
as the chairwoman for the one-day
program. Dr. DePauw, who teaches ad-
vanced lecture courses and directs
graduate study in Early American history
at George Washington, also will speak at
730 p. in. at the University School
Auditorium following a banquet tor the
symposium leaders and participants
earlier in the Waterfie/d Student Union
Building.
Speaking at the opening session at 9:45
a. m. in the auditorium of the Murray State
University School will be Dr. James H.
O'Donnell, a professor of history at
Marietta College at Bowling Green, Ohio.
Dr. O'Donnell, who participated in the
Kentucky Symposium on the Bicentennial
in Lexington last fall, speaking on "British
Leadership and Strategy in the South:
What Neither the Historians nor the.
Psychobiographers Have Told Us," will
speak on "Native Americans and the
Revolution" at the Murray symposium.
Dr. Edgar A. Toppin, since 1964 a
professor history at Virginia State College
at Petersburg and widely recognized for
his deep concern with Afro,merican
rights and history, will speak at 1:30 p. m.
His topic will be: "Blacks and the
American Revolution."
Reservations, at 84.50 each, should be
made for the banquet and checks sent to
the American Revolution Bicentennial
Series Banquet, History Department.
Murray State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071. Dr. Joe Cartwright, an assistat
professor in the Department of History, is
the campus coordinator.
"We strongly ;urge every history,
teacher, and anydne interested in the
American Revolution historical period, to
take advantage of this unusual opportunity
to participate in these in-depth discussions
of these phases of the Revolutionary War
period," Dr. Cartwright said.
•
RODEO TICKETS — Murray Fireman Pat tarnb and Ken Bury presented the MurraY Headstart class with free tickets tothe firefighter's union-sponsored rodeo to be held at the City Park Friday. The firemen are giving assay 6o4 tickets free tounderprivileged .youngsters. Presentations have been made so far to Headstart, the Mental Health Center, and theParadise Friendly Home, and others will also be given-away.
Staff Photo Ifs Datitid Hill
1
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on the scripture, Matthew 25 : 31-
46, read by Mrs. William Hart.
Mrs. Reeder pointed out "the
excuses we give for lack of time
to serve The Lord and what if
He had used such, excuses, for
being too busy to have served
and died for us."
At the close of the program,
the members knelt at the altar
and dedicated their World
Thank Offering with Mrs. Hart
district meeting held in Paris, Methodist Men in the fellowship
Tenn., and committees ,were hall for refreshments served by
appointed and plans finalized Mrs. Ruth Wilson and Mrs.
for the Paris District UMW Ernestine Venable.
meet at Goshen on Septe&ber
14. The Ihnririr,
Announcement was made of Ledger Theses
the UMW annual conference to
'be held at Lambuth College
Chapel, October 21, and the
workshop to be held at Martin
September 18. It was also
decided to help support Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Stroud, missionaries
in Niatsucyaruia, Japan, and
to contribute to the Lambuth
College Scholarship Fund.
Mrs. Chester Reeder gave an
interesting program on
"Stewardship of Time," based September 25, 1975
NOSPI1Al NEWS
... he fought like an army













hd ThOUght To Be Beau* rine • Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30,1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is,- according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 114
Your career, ambitions and
standing with your business
associates are highlighted now,
and your feeling of optimism
will be justified by events.
TAURUS
(Air. 21 to May 21) NV
Let certain situations ride.
Forcing , issues will do more
harm than good. By demon-
stration, you can let others
know that your ideas are
practical.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Ups and downs in mood now.
You'll be pessimistic about
getting certain information;
delighted when you do... low in
spirit over unexpected changes;
happy when their ultimate
benefits are revealed.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
A day in which to get your





Mrs. Patricia 0. Dugger,
Zimmerman Apt. No. 5, So.
16th., Murray, William H.
Mgrgan, 1511 Kirkwood,
Murray, Mrs. Sharon Owens,
Coach Estates No. B3, Murray,
Mrs. Ladeen Spann, 509
Chestnut, Murray, Miss Tracey
L. Tefft, 629 Broad, Murray,
Mrs. Frances A. Thurmond,
1206 Olive, Murray, Mrs.
Marsha C. Phillips, Hardin,
Mrs. Elwanda Sullivan, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Dorothy N.
Fan-is, 312 Irvan, Murray, Mrs.
Elode T. Stiles, Rt. 1-Bx 86,
Gilbertsville, Lubie Roberts,
211 S. 12th, Murray, Mrs. Arlene
Burkeen, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Patsy E. Higgins and Baby Boy,
Rt. 1, Murray,- Mrs. Rachel A.
Neale, Rt. 1, Almo, Fray
Wilson, 310 N. 5th., Murray,
Mrs. Virginia A. Smith, Rt. 8-Bx
935, Murray, . Mrs. Lillie M.
Bazzell, Rt. 1-Bx 210,
Framington, James E. Powers,
Rt. 1, New Concord, Baby Girls
(2) Wheeler ( mother Penny),
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Robert Morris
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Of Year; Church Has New &tor Now
By Estelle Spiceland
September 15, 1975
Surely fall is the loveliest
time of the year. No wonder that
many go to the Smoky Moun-
tains to view the scenery as did
the Guy Lovins, Clayburn
McCuistons, and Luther Heads
Last week.
But we need not go far to see
the beauty of the sumacs along
the roadside and the leaves of
the hickory trees turning gold
or the autumn colors of the
black gums and maples against
the backgrounds of green pines.
GiAl made such a beautiful
world. If only man did not
continue with such wickedness
as in Genesis 6:5 and 6 that the
Lord must surely repent that he
made num or woman.
We are sorry that many of our
elderly are hospitalized.
Mrs. Lizzie McCuistoni, Mrs.
Jettie Albritten, Mrs. Ima
McNutt, and Mrs. Patsy Bucy
are four who are now sick.
Mrs. Cordie Rushing is in a
Paducah hospital since
breaking a leg recently in a fall.
Miss Mary Montgomery of
New Concord opened her home
last week for a meeting of
sixteen senior citizen ladies.
They hope to find a permanent
place to meet.
Mrs. John Livesay's lovely
home was the scene of a DAR
meeting Saturday.
Floyd McClure's big garage
here is surrounded by huge
machinery since the telephone
company works early and late
from there.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church has a new
pastor, Rev. Charles Morris
from Ripley, Tenn. He invites
everyone to attend the revival
which will begin October 5.
Mrs. Chester Reeder Gives The
Program Goshen UMW Meeting
Twenty-five members of the
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women answered the
roll call with the number of sick
and shut-in visits they had made
in the past month at the Sep-
tember 10th meeting held at the
church.
Mrs. Corbett Farless presided
and personally thanked each
one for their help toward
proved methods to increase
potential Use the investigative
approach — but with finesse
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
..Do not try to do too much at
once; enlist assistance where
needed. Make ready for some
new arrangements, maybe a
complete change of plan.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 14.1W
A great day! You can now
outpoint, outsmart and outdo




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some planetary restrictions
now. If certain negotiations are
pending, try to defer conclusion
for 24 hours, when influences
will be more propitious.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C
Keep an eye on the doings of a
highly unpredictable com-
panion. His (or her) un-
conventional actions could
ultimately involve you — to
your sorrow.
correspondence, agreement& __
Keep your ultimate aims and YOU BORN TODAY: The
goala in mind. scales are your symbol; Venus,
LEO your planet — representing
(July 24 to Aug. 23) atig beauty and love. Any lack of
You may be attracted to an harmony in your surroundings
individual who seems aloof, distresses you. You are notably
indifferent. Making a gesture of lacking in aggressiveness and
friendship could prove an find it hard to make decisions
portant move in changing the since your need for weighing
situation, and balancing everything
VIRGO aok,es unhurriedly makes it im-
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) '441. possible for you to take an
making the local project for the Don't let a moody or immediate stand on any issue.
Year, restrids, a realitg._Sha„slying the Dedicatory. Prayer. emotional perNu getyou down. besasAcy.is considered by
alablife- a report on a- reJeur the- ladies Joinea-thi United - Mlititailiandpromote yatir self-- Many to be a sign of weakness
on your part but, once you have
made a decision, no power on
earth can make yap change
your mind. This trait COULD
prove exasperating to others at
times — especially if your
decision should prove unsound.
Consider well! There are many
fie‘ds in which you could excel,
but notably in literature, the
law, jurisprudence, painting
ad the theater. Birthdate of:
Truman Capote, Amer. author;
Deborah Kerr, Eng. actress.
41•44,;}
esteem and stress your innately
optimistic side.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AEI
A good day to contact the
opposition and see if you can
work out a satisfactory com-
promise. Be realistic, though,
and don't give too much just to
get matters off your agenda.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rkelP
A fairly productive period,
waiting for you to inject im-
"Dealt --Atibt-




DEAR ABBY: My sister, Jane, was widowed after 45
years of marriage to Joe Smith. When Joe died, she bought
a double plot with a big singlq grave stone with "SMITH"
across it. She put his name on one side of it, plus the date of
his birth and date of his death. The other side was for her
when her time came.
Well, she ups and marries Chester Lind, who was never
married before. Chester has expressed to wish to be buried
side by side with my sister, Jane, and he has two plots to
accommodate them in his family gravesite.
My sister is no longer a Smith, so how can she be buried
with Joe Smith in the Smith family plot even if she wanted
to?
How is a problem like this handled?
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: It's up to your sister to make her
wishes known soon. If she wants to be laid to rest beside her
first husband, she should so advise her present husband.
Her marker would then read, "JANE SMITH LIND." If
she doesn't make her wishes known, my guess is that if she
outlives Chester. she'll join the Smiths. If not. Chester will
bury her with the Linda.
DEAR ABBY: I feel sorry for the Sunday school teacher
who has a discipline problem with the pastor's 6-year-old
son and doesn't know what to do. Being a pastor myself, I
know that every Tom. Dick and Harry threaten to quit the
church if they don't get their way.
I've heard everything from, "If my daughter doesn't get
to play the organ." to, "if my grandfather doesn't get to
preach his own funeral service, I am going to quit this
church!"
When anyone tries to blackmail me in this manner, I
simply get out my pen and note pad and ask them to put it
in writing. And I hold them to it afterwards, too!
No church needs members like those I have ,lost. If it
weren't for the bad language, I'd tell them all to go to hell.
MISSOURI PASTOR
DEAR PASTOR: And if it weren't for your restraint,
you'd be looking for a new pulpit.
DEAR ABBY: I am 22, but [look much younger. My
husband is 30, but he looks older. (He's losing his hair fast.)The problem is that everybody thinks I am his daughter,and this irritates us. In fact, we almost hate to go anyplace
where people don't know us because everybody makes that
mistake.
Have you any suggestions on how I can look older
without dressing like an old lady?
LOOKS LIKE A KID
DEAR LOOKS: The solution to your problem could be toget your husband to look YOUNGER. Has he thought of.a
hairpiece? That would help. In the meantime, enjoy looking"like a kid." Too soon will come the day when time, the/subtle thief of youth, will change all that.
DEAR ABBY: Tell FLAT to cheer up. The slim, willowylook is in. Look at the fashion models
At 14, 1,NALLA1..and 34 Ain- AL 35, but 44, lioasolt-botherme. I still- have the body %nd muscle tone of a teenager,while most of my bijkbusted sisters are getting flabby and
saggy. ,
SMALL AND SATISF1Eb
Calico And Patchwork Landscape
Ready Now For Fall Travelers
By Helen Price Stacy
A gentle breeze ruffles a
calico landscape as Ken-
tuckians get ready to celebrate
autumn. With the soft winds of
early fall comes a cleanness
that can be likened to a country
wash banging on the line.
Everywhere there is a subtle
blending of colors that heralds
autumn in the Commonwealth.
Queen Anne's lace, Joe-Pye
weed and pennyroyal already
are beginning long vacations,
but in their place are mist-
flower, ironweed and
goldenrod.
Oak leaves are taking on the
rusty look of wire, fences and
iron barn hinges, while sumacs
and maples are having a last
fling in their brightest, flirtiest
reds and yellows.
Country kitchens are being
heated on misty mornings and
from them come tantalizing
aromas of brewed coffee, fried
potatoes and apples, bacon and
homemade bread.
Marigolds make bright
borders around farm houses,
while some foliage hangs in
crinkled, patchy, umber
strands—starred here and there
with a delicate violet-blue
chicory bloom.
A saleslady at The Log House
on the campus of Berea College
in Madison County arranges
bittersweet and comments that
as bright and lovely as it is, "the
walks at Indian Fort Theatre
will be brighter the first
weekend in October."
On Oct. 3 along a meandering
path leading to the outdoor
theater just off Ky.. 21 - east -of
Berea will start the first fall
presentation of the kentucky
Guild of Artists and Craftsmen.
A split rail fence will add
authenticity to demonstrations
of old arts of spinning, yarn
dyeing and weaving. Paintings,
crafts and pottery also will be
exhibited by some of the state's
most able craftsmen and ar-
tists.
This, in the same weekend as
the Kentucky Apple Festival in
Paintsville, give an opportunity
to view and purchase works of
art and crafts-near Berea. Then
one can drive across the
country in a northeasterly
direction to Johnson County to
enjoy the many apple products
and entertainment.
Travelers will be in the hills
and mountains most of the
route, but these offer glimpses
of country life and a slower
pace. By carefully charting
routes and towns, some time
can be saved by traveling
Mountain Parkway part of the
way.
Calico asters, as well as
others of the aster fa..-oily will be
in bloom along hig4ways next to
sheltered Indian cups, sun-
flowers and thistles. For those
with guide books on flowers,
maybe this will be a chance to
identify some of the figwort
family, such as turtlehead and
beard tongue, and dragonhead
in the mint family.
And for youngsters who like
games with their history
lessons, guides to highway
markers available in state park
gift shops will point out
historical people, places and
events in each county. 4.•
The golden season is here.
Golden burley is being housed,
fields are bright with
flowers and even grass is
waving like a gold-capped sea—
all of it in a sungold day.
"If lever leave New Jersey, it
will be for Kentucky," said Mrs.
Charles Chapin, the former
Micky Dorrance, who was in the
state to visit former classmates
at Kentucky Wesleyan College
when that school was located in
Winchester. "I love Kentucky's
change of seasons, especially
autumn. It's not like autumns
other places. It's bright and
beautiful."
A friend commented that at
times autumn looks like a
patched shirt. "And after frost,
a bit ragged."
"Ragged?" countered Mrs.
Chapin. "Maybe like a Raggedy
Ann doll or fading patchwork
quilt that gets more lovely all
the time."
Travel to Berea for the guild's
fall show, to Paintsville for the
apple festival, to Louisville for
the St. lames Court Festival, to
Pezonahl
HisM:4 1/TAL PATIENT
Mrs. JAnta Morgan of Hazel
Route One has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
West Liberty for the Sorthuol----BellilYtal' Paducah.
festival. Revel in a Kentucky
th
bwe.amtuerty.
enough to last through e
and unique features different, but too often it's the
— same old menus. Try this for the
D1F'FERENT BREAKFAST
Breakfast can be delightfully
autumn and store up its bright
whole family — fresh orange
and apple wedges, a golden
The first engineering school brown cheese omelet, hot
was founded in 1802 at the U.S. buttered blueberry muffins, and
Military Academy at West milk. . . for extra morning
Point. vitality.
lie Fought Like an Army.
and Lived Like a Legend.
RON 09111 M.14111.PKYRICK GEO ANNE SOSA
lam 1r/ balm halm. him/ 6,
BARBARA CAMERA LAU) SCHIFIUN DELORES TAYLOR PHILIP MMUS!
FRANI LAUGHUN 
....ow • rvi +w.f. ••••••••• MB ..kes rem* • 410.StC•1•••••;•• ••••••••••••^
Starts Friday, October 3






Sam to deposit your social security
check directly with us.
Merely fill out an authorization form,
available at the bank. From that
point on, you can stop worrying
about lost or stolen checks. You'll
save time, too. And you'll have the
immediate use of your funds.
1 0
4!Y:014

























































































Baby Boy Parker (mother
Shirley A.), Rt. 2, Box 172A,
Buchanan, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Pauline Bailey, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Carol S. Mc-
Dougal, 1307 Poplar St.,
Murray, Mrs. Faye Hill, Rt. 5,
Murray, Ronnie J. Schroeder,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Gail J.
Darnell and Baby Boy, Rt. 6,
Benton, Mrs. Mary 0. Archer
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, P.O. Box
93, Mayfield, Mrs. Brenda J.
Maddox, 1205 Doran Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary J.
Alexander, Rt. 7, Box 159,
Benton, Mrs. Martha A. Lents,
202 E. 14th., Benton, Mrs. Fae
E. Tosh, Rt. 1, Henry, Tn.,
Noble Scarbrough, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Odell Garland,
Rt. 2, Murray, Ota T. Stalls, Rt.
2, Hazel, Mrs. Granville
Pierson, Rt. 6, Box 274, Murray.
By CECILY BROWNSTONE.
Associated Press Food Editor.
FAMILY DINNER
Beef Stew with Potatoes,
Carrots and Celery
Bread Tray Lettuce Salad









Into a medium mixing bowl
pour 1/2 cup of the milk;
sprinkle the gelatin over it to
soften. Meanwhile heat remain-
ing 11/2 cups milk until scalded
- tiny bubbles will appear
around edge; pour over gelatin
and stir until dissolved. Add
sugar, salt and vanilla and stir
until sugar dissolves.jurn into
five 1/2-cup molds of custard
cups; chill until set; cover. At
serving time, ', sen edges, dip
briefly in hot water and turn
I
_ out. Spoon peaches, sweetened











Several activities are planned
for the Senior Citizens in all
parts of Murray and Calloway
County this week.
Tuesday at ten a.m. the Ellis
Center will open aLten a.m, and
peraons may bring their own
haNdwork or visit with friends.
Band practice will be from 12:30
to 1:30 p.m. and learning to
square dance will be from 1:45
to 2:45 p.m.
The Lynn Grove Senior
Citizens will meet Wednesday
at one p.m. at the home of Jan
Maddox and then go by mini-
bus to the home of Mrs. Fred
Gingles to learn how to dry
flowers. For information call
753-8193.
The Senior citizens of the
Hazel Community will meet
Wednesday at one p.m. at the
Hazel City Hall. Persons may
call Annette Burnham, Area
Director, at 436-5364 for in-
formation.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
Monday, September 29
Murray High School PTA will
hold open house at the high
school at 6:45 p.m. Parents will
follow their children's
schedules.
Murray Woman's Club will
have a general dinner meeting
with Mrs. Harry Sparks as
speaker at 6:30 p.m. Make
?Oservations with department
chairmen by Friday morning.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at the Calloway
County Public Library at seven
p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p. m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.
-Ruth Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Evon Kelley
at 7:30 p. m.
Murray-Calloway County
Area Vocational Education
Center will hold open house at
the school from 7 : 15 to 9:15 p.
m.
Special programs for the
general public on Rape will be
at 4:30 p. m. and seven p. m. in
the auditorium of Mason Hall
(Nursing Building), North 14th
and Payne, Murray State
University.
Tuesday, September 30
Estlier, Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Thomas
Hogancamp at 7 : 30 p. m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for Senior Citizens. Band
practice will be at 12:30 p. m.
and "Learning to Square
Dance" at 1:45 p. m.
Recital by the Faculty
Chamber of Murray State will
be at Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, at 8:15 p. m.
Lanes with the price being fifty
cents per game.
Thursday the Arts and Crafts
group will meet at St. John's
Center from ten a.m. to 2:30
p.m. Work will continue on
Macrame and shrink art and
persons bring lunch if you plan
to stay all day.
The Ellis Center will open at
10:15 a.m. Thursday for hand-
work and visitation. The
devotion will be at 10:20 a.m.
with a sack lunch at noon and
table games at one p.m.
Also on Thursday at six p.m.
at St. John's Center, 1620 West
Main Street, the lesson on
copper tooling will be taught by
Don Riley.
Friday at 9:30 a.m. shopping
for Dexter Senior Citizens to
Murray will be available and
call 753-0929 by 8:50 a.m. _
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and downtown
will be at 12:30 p.m. Friday and
call the office by 11:30 a.m.
Mrs. Gary Stephen Luttrell
Miss Amy Kathryn Thomp- The bride's grandmother,
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Sarah Marshall of
James F. Thompson of Murray, Sadieville, wore a pale green
became the bride of Gary formal gown with white ac-
Stephen Luttrell, son of Mr. and' cessories. The groom's grand-
Dexter Senior Citizens will 
Mrs. Floyd Luttrell of Louisville mother, Mrs. Floyd Smith of
meet at the Dexter Center at
on Saturday, August 23, at 7:30 Nashville, Tenn., wore -a two-
9:30 a. m. _ pm. in the: chapel_ of the.peJets.windiNt_
- - T lre-o 1 (TO r'"'"Iitte-igififTel.- -MOM rg-r-and-
Seminary in Lexington.
Murray TOPS Club will meet Officiating at the double ring
at the Health Center at seven p• ceremony was Robert Crawley
m. of Lexington.
First United Methodist
Church Women will hold its
general meeting at Hale Chapel
at 7:30 p. m.
Wednesday, October 1
Bridge will be at the Oaks
Country Club at 9:30 a.m. with
Jean West ait hostess.
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
will meet at the home of Jan
Maddox at one p.m. and then go
by mini-bus to the home of Mrs.
Fred Gingles.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the City Hall, Hazel, at
one p.m-.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
p.m.
What's in bread
A slice of bread is not so
simple as you might imagine.
A single slice from an 18-
slice, one-pound loaf contains
21 milligrams calcium, 6
milligrams iron, .06 milli-
rams thiamine, .05 milli-
grams riboflavin, .6 milli-
grams niacin, two grams of
protein and only about 70
calories.
Prevent Mildew
Give longer life to shower
curtains and liners by laun-
dering them before water
. spots, scum a n d mildew
build up and become dif--
ficult to remove. Launder
and dry fabric ensembles ac-
cording to fabric type. Plas-
tic items may be machine
washed in warm water and a
short time-about 'f o u r
minutes. Dry plastics in a
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Get those winter clothes
















Cliff Cason, organist, and
Mrs.- Gilbert Mathis, vocalist,
presented a program of nuptial
music. Mrs. Mathis' selections
included "Whither Thou
Goest," "The Wedding Song"
and "Sometimes.
Background for the wedding
was provided by two can-
delabra, intertwined with
greenery and centered by an
arrangement of white gladioli
with a touch of pink. Family
pews were marked with white
satin bows.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted by her
father and given in marriage by
her parents. She wore a
traditional floor length gown of
misty white polyanza in an "A':
line silhouette.
Topped by an illusion effect
yoke famed by tiny pink Venise
motifs and sheer ruffle beneath
a stand-up lace collar, the
bodice was created with tiered
cap sleeves. The slightly raised
waistline was defined by pink
satin ribbon overlay by Venise
lace and tiny blossoms, ending
in stream* is falling over the
back.
A deep flounce touched at
intervals by exquisite
medallions accented by a blush
of pink, encircled the slender
skirt and extended to ornament
the magnificent chapel train.
Her veil of gossamer illusion
was elbow length and bouffant.
It drifted from a contoured
spray of Venise blossoms and
organza petals enriched by
pearls and sprarkling crystals.
She carried a cascade
bouquet of Phalaenopsis or-
chids and sweetheart roses with
white satin streamers tied in
love knots.
Mrs. Tommy Greer was the
matron of honor \ The
bridesmaids were Misses
Minerva Ratliff of Dayton. Ohio
and Misses Linda Jones and
Susan Tougher, bath ••f
Louisville.
'The attendants all wore
formal gowns of pink polyester
crepe designed with a slight
hirise bodice and a square.
neckline. Both the neckline, and
the waistline were defined
with a wide band of white lace
with tiny blossoms. The gowns ,
had flounced Caplet sleeves and
an "A" line skirt. They carried
colonial bouquets of hot pink
and-pale pink miniature car-
nations withawhite baby's
breath and hot pink satin
streamers.
The groom chose Jim Shaw of
Louisville as his best man.
Ushers were Bruce Crawley of
Lexington, Ronald Dobbs of'
Louisville, Morton Million of
Versailles, and Dan Thompson
of Murray, the bride's brother.
The groomsmen all wore black
tuxedos and white shirts with
pink ruffThs.
The bride's mother wore a
sleeveless formal gown of aqua
polyester crepe with a long
sleeved sheer jacket in shades
of blue. Her accessories were
beige. The groom's a/bather
chose a beige, sleeveless formal
gown with rose gloves and head
deem. 1
Thompson and Luttrell
Vows Read At Lexington
Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
On October 10, 1975, at the
Jaycee Civic Center, in
Paducah, the Purchase Area
Sew-A-Thon will be held. There
will be exhibits, demon-
strations, Fashion Shows, and




Homemakers will have exhibits
showing seam finishes, hem and
sewing techniques for sweater
knit fabrics. Janette Chapman,
Area University of Ky. Clothing
Specialist, Louisville, will
present tips on sewing with
Ultra Suede and Quiana fabrics.
Everyone is invited to attend
the 10:00 a.m. or 6:00 p.m.
session on October 10.. -Mrs.
Dean Roper, Mayfield.
- - +++++
Now's a good llrne for the do-
it-yourself painter to get busy.
It won't be so long until the
house will be closed up for
winter, so get your decorating
out of the way when windows
can be up and the paint oderaif
any) completely dissipated. If
you plan to do some painting.
here are some clean-up tips: -If
you use a dropcloth or
newspapers to protect your




they soak through either. -to
protect yourself, wear old
clothes. Latex paint usually will
come out if clothes are washed
soon after painting. Oil-based
paints, however, leave per-
manent stain. -For your hair,
use a plastic shower cap-
preferably an old one which can
be discarded when the job is
finished. If you want to protect
tender hands, use household
gloves or a mild non-greasy
hand cream. -Mrs. Barletta
Wrather, Murray. — --
+++++
Never leave uncooked or
cooked ham at room tem-
perature for more than two
hours. Ext. Nutritionist warn-
Keep it cold (below 40 deg. f.) or
Hot 140 deg. I -Mrs., Pat
Curtsinger, Benton.
+++++
Bananas are the top fruit per
capita consumption. Even
though consumers apparently
restrict banana purchases when
the price goes up, in 1974,
consumers purchased nearly 19
lbs. per capita-the most since
SKIN CREAM COMES
IN PLASTIC BOTTLES
NEW YORK AP( - A plas-
tic bottle boom is developing in
the skin-care market and man-
ufacturers are gearing up for a
40 per cent production increase
by 1979, says John Malloy of
the Plastic Bottle Institute, a
division of the Society of the
Plastics Industry.
Industry officials con-
servatively estimate that plas-
tic bottle production will leap
by 8 to 10 per cent a year
through 1980.
Fish to the rescue
For light meal emergen-
cies, keep a few cans of sar-
dines tucked in the refrigera-
tor. The chilled little fish,
sprinkled with lemon juice
.and dusted with. chili'mwder
are delectable served-on-:
cnspy crackers
mothers wore gardenia. cor-
sages.
Reception
Following the cermony a
reception was held at the
Seminary.
The bride's table held the
three-tiered wedding cake
topped by a miniature bride and
groom statuette. The base of the
cake was decorated with
leather leaf. On either aide was
a silver candelabra holding pink
candles. Another table held two
punch bowls and two silver
trays with nuts and mints.
Greenery decorated the base of
both punch bowls.
Assisting in serving were
Mesdames Howard Newell,
David Butler, Ron Tyree, Gene
McMurray, Ralph Fox, and
- Miss Linda Smith.
Miss Betty Todd attended the
guest register. The register
table was covered with a pink
cloth and was decorated with an
arrangement of pink rosebuds
and white baby's breath.
For her going away outfit
Mrs. Luttrell wore an aqua
dress with white _accessories._ .
Her corsage was taken from her
bouquet.
After a short wedding trip, the
couple is residing in Millington,
Tenn.
Prenuptial Events
Mr. and 'Mrs. Floyd Luttrell
entertained the wedding party
with a rehearsal dinner at
Jerry's Restaurant. Places
were marked for nineteen
guests.
Showers and parties honoring
the bride included a shower
given by Mrs. Lenard Wood,
Mrs. Carolyn Conner and Mrs.
Robbye Wilson at the Wilson
borne. A tea in Miss Thompson's
honor was given by Mrs. Gilbert
Mathis and Mrs. Howard
Newell at the home of the
Newells. Another shower was
given by Mrs. Eurie Garland
and Mrs. Robert 0. Miller at the
Miller home.
In Lexington, Miss Thompson
was honored at a dinner by her
coworkers at the Kentucky
Research Foundation of the
University of Kentucky. At this
dinner she was presented with a
gift of magnalite cookware. In
addition, a personal shower and
a shower-potluck dinner were





- The State Department of Mo-
tor Vehicles computer knocked
100 years off the age of Mrs.'
Maude G. Tull.
The computer rejected her
application for renewal of her -
driver 's license. Information
fed to the Computer showed she
was born on Feb. 3, 1972, and 3
year olds aren't allowed to
drive in California.
A check of Sae original appli-
cation showed Mrs. Tull was
born Feb. 3,- 1872, 103 years
ago.
After the error was cor-
rected. she was issued a one-
y'e a r limiLed-term 4ieense
which, will allow her to -drive
anywhere in ta!r neigiborhood.
She is among the lroldest Cali-
fornians to hold a driver's li-
cense. •
1969. Figures of consumption of
the three top favorite fresh
fruits are: 18.7 lbs. for bananas,
15.7 pounds for apples and 14.8
pounds for oranges. So,




Make your child feel safe and
secure - Keep your child out of
danger. But do not control him
too much. Have rules for him to
obey. But do not be too hard or
too demanding. Let him learn to
act on his own. To make your
child feel -secure, take care' of
his bodily needs. Treat him with
respect, also. Make him feel he
is an important member of your
family. -Mrs. Sue Fraser,
Bardwell.
+++++
Sturdy Hem When hem-
miiira garment, make a knot in
the thread every 2 or 3 inches is
you sew. If thread breaks, the
whole hem won't unravel. --
Mrs. Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
Men Like Luxury
When the ultimate in ele-
gance and quality in men's
spurt shirts is sought, it's nat
ural to immediately think of
"Qiana" nylon, the luxury
fiber. America's favorite col-,
ors--red, white and blue--form
a patriotic geometric print
in this striking example' by
Sinaba. And. irta....uL.thia.
prestige fiber are amazingly
easy-qare, with no wrinkling
or fading problems.
Mrs. Cochran And Students
"Attend Dance Masters Meet
Mrs. Lynda Cochran, local Jane Wagar, Sandra Stom,
dance instructor, was in Nash- Kathy Harding, and Jill Austin
vile, Tenn., this past weekend The group studied with
to attend a one day meeting of Charles
-the Wssoefitieri-46FTChown-tiiitierfietr lYork
Dance Masters.
Students from Murray at-
tending were Martha Pittman,
Charlotte Shroat, Beth Taylor,
Rebbie Houston, Christine.
Spann, Mary Gorden, Joy Hina,
Velvet Jones, Stan Jones, Carol
Spann, Susan Shirley, Brenda
Horning, Christine Grogan,
and Michael Simms, ballet
master at Webster College in St.
Louis, Missouri.
Mrs. Kay Taylor and Miss
Debbie Dodd, associate of Mrs.
Cochran, along with several
mothers, accompanied the
group.
New Shipment of Denim Look Sportswear tor
the young "Plus Size Girls"
/53-3251
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Today is Monday, Sept. 29, the 272nd day
of 1975. There are 93 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1066, William the
Conqueror invaded England to claim the
English throne.
On this date:
In 1789, the U.S. War Department
established a regular army with a strength
of 700 men.
In 1918, Allied forces in World War I
scored a decisive breakthrough of the Hin-
denberg Line in Germany.
In 1923, Britain began to rule Palestine
under a ' mandate from the League of
Nations.
In 1941, in World War II, the United
•States and Britain agreed to send war sup-
plies to the Soviet Union to help resistance
to Nazi invaders.
In 1957, nearly 300 persons were killed
when an express train hit a parked oil train
in West Pakistan.
In 1963, Pope Paul opened the second
session of the Roman Catholic Vatican
CounciL
The Murray Ledger & Times




R. Gene McCuteneon, editor
Editorials and optruunated articles on this page are presented for
the pulmotie of fording a forum for the free exchange of differing
.,pinions Letters to Alse editor in response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to Limit
opuuonated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
therefore we urge readers who donut agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a coliann, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discuss.-ed
OPINION PAGE1
Page 4— Monday Afternoon, September 29, 1975
Tall Stories
One of the benefits of detente,
we are told, is that as a result of
an agreement between the Soviets
and a New York publisher,
Russian science fiction will now
be available to Americans.
What's new about that? We've
been deluged with Soviet science
fiction for years, mostly in the
form of claims that everything
this side of the hot dog was in-
vented on the banks of the Volga.
Since nobody here bought those
earlier stories, the new publishing





VAN CURON By S. C. Van Curon
By S. C. V 4N CURON
FRANKFORT — Already a lot of work is
-stacked up for the 1976 General Assembly
when the 138 legislators come to town
January 6,
Legislative Reeearch Director' Philip
Conn said last week that more than 500 bill
requests have been received to date. Many
of these already have been drated and
more are in the process. More than 100
bills have been pre-filed by interim
legislative conitnittees and more are
expected before the November 15
deadline. Actucally- the prefiling date is
Navember-t4-but. tbabillsare_ciks_44C.- -
just awaiting that date.
Individual legislators also have some -
bills in this position, but their content will
not be revealed until the legislators go into
their pre-legislative session starting
November 28 at Kentucky Dam Village
Sate Park.
Conn says he expects about 200 pre-filed
bills will be in the pre-session Legislative
Record that will be distributed at the
conference. This will be the longest pre-
legislative conference on record, for it will
be a five-day affair. The first two days are
for orientation of freshmen legislators and
the last two days are- for the experienced
members.
However, Sunday will be a busy day at
the conference for that is when the
legislators put the finishing touches on
selecting their leadership for both houses.
The leadership will be chosen Monday
morning in party caucuses, but they won't
actually be formally elected until they
come to Frankfort in January. The first
two days of the session are usually spent in
organizing and adoption of parliamentary
rules and committee rules.
Committees probably won't be an-
nouneed thitil the second week of the
session.- - -
Monday afterncein will be a workshop
session where many of the pre-filed bills
are expected to be discussed. Tuesday
morning will be devoted to the final session
where other legislative plans will be
discussed.
There are going to be some controversial
measures in the 1976 session and one of
them is going to be the public employes
collective bargaining bill. What form it
will take this time has not been revealed,
but Gov. Carroll has already said he would
velo:a bill that-Permitied public employes
to strike or contained a mandatory ar-
bitration clause.
One sure to draw the close scrutiny of
rural legislators is a land use bill that was
filed last week. Local governments would
be required to adopt land-use plans
compatible with statewide guidelines.
Kentuckians have been reading about
strikes of public employes in New York,
San Francisco as well as teacher strikes
across the natioli. They may be reluctant
to adopt any legislation concerning
bargaining rights of public employes.
Legislators view the interim-conunittee
system with mixed views. One said the
other day "it just gives legislators time to
introduce old bills that have been defeated
many times before."
Others claim that it gives the legislators
time to study and hold hearings on bills
that the committees propose and draft and
it gives the public some insight into
legislation that may be introduced.
Conn said some very difficult bills have
been studied and drafted by the com-
mittees and it "would be impossible to
have a bill of this nature if drafting didn't
start until the legislative session begins."
Today In History
Fh The 4saia Praaa
— - Len years ago: Cuba's Premier Fidel
Castro said he would not stand in the way
of any Cubans who wanted to migrate to
the United States.
Five years ago: Thousands of Egyptians
thronged the streets of Cairo to mourn
President Gamal Abdel Nasser after his
death.
One year ago: In Moscow, more than
10,000 persons flocked to the biggest of-
ficially sanctioned show of modern art by
Soviet painters since the 1920's. Today's
birthdays: Movie producer Stanley
Kramer is 62 years old. Italian movie di-
rector Michelangelo -Antonioni is 63.
Thought for today: An obstinate man does
not hold opinions, but they hold him —
Alexander Pope, Engliah poet, 1688-1744.
Bicentennial footnote: Twohundred
years ago today, the Continental Congress
in Philadelphia resolved to appeint a com-
mittee to confer with General George
Washington and leaders in C,onnnecticut,
Rhode Island, Masssachusetti and New
Hampshire about supporting and
regulating a continental army.
IlEARTUN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an-
swer questions and solve problems — fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
ansuered in these columns. write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
fleartline: I have a hospitalization in-
surance policy which has a clatie stating
"guaranteed renewable for life. Exactly
what does this mean? -- T. B.
Answer: This means ,that the insurance
company can not cancel your policy
( regardless of the number of claiths you
may have made ) for any reason as long as
your premiums are paid on time.
However, this does not bind you to keep
this policy for life. A letter of cancellation
to the company can cancel your policy at
anytime.
Heartline: Will Medicare 'rover allergy
shots" -- L. V.
Answer No7
Heartline: I am applying for SSI
disability payments and my doctor
charges a fee for supplying a report. I
cannot afford to pay this fee. What shall I
do? — S. M.
Answer: Under SSI, the government
may pay your doctor for preparing a
report for you, in accordance with a fee
schedule.
Heartline: I am 43 years old and have
just been awarded Social Security
disability benefits. I was also advised that
I have been accepted for rehabilitation
services. What is done for applicant; who
need rehabilitation help? — G. G.
Answer: Everyone who applies for.
disability benefits, whether the , benefits
are paid or not, is referred to the state.
vocational rehabilitation agency for
consideration of possible services. Such
services include counseling, medical
services, training in the use of prostheses,
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'Do they allow swimming?'
More Democrats
Registered Ih State
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Democrats
outnumbered Republicans more than 2 to 1
in Kentucky voter registration. Women
still predominate and blacks lag far behind
in proportion to their population.
Those are the latest findings in com-
puterized files in the secretary of state's
office.
Computerization, which began in 1973,
has given the state a central registry for
the first time, and more data is being ad-
ded with each election.
For example, the percentage of
Democrats and Republicans voting was
cheeked in last May's primary, and
predictably showed a much higher propor-
tion of Democrats.
Computerization also has made things
easier for all candidates. If they have the
money, they can obtain data not
previously available—such as names and
addresses of voters in each of some 3,600
precincts.
Secretary of State Thelma Stovall, the
Democratic nominee for lieutenant gover-
nor, presides over the administrative task
of counting voters and trends by modern
methodE"' - 
She Said she fretsmost about the sharp I
decline in black registration, even in
populous Jefferson County, and recalls a
tiff with civil rights advocates when a
breakdown by race first was fed into the
computers.
"The National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People threatened
to sue me," she said. "I tned to tell them
they need this information so they could
get their people registered."
Mrs. Stovall said the NAACP didn't sue
and eventually she turned the data over to
the state Commission on Human Rights.
The latest information shows a total
-egistration on 1,534,804 voters-1,451,239
whites and 82,726 black.
Since blacks comprise just under 8 per
cent of Kentucky's population, their
proPortionate registration should be ap-
proximately 100,000 above the actual
figure.
10 Years Ago
Employment at the Murray Division of
the Tappan Company will reach 875 by
October 4, according to John Perfilio,
plant superintendent, in speaking at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club, Other
Tappan officials present were Robert
Moyer, Joe Brunk, and Bill Caldwell.
Donald Gene Hale was drafted from
Calloway County in September, according
to Mrs'. Gussie Adams, Chief Clerk of
Local Board No. 10 of the Selective Ser-
vice.
M. T. Adams died September 27 at
Paducah.
Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller
spoke on the proposed question of the
commission type of government for
Calloway County which will be on the
ballot in November at the meeting of the
Kirksey PTA.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Cooper of Hazel
Route One will celebrate their 50th wed-
ding anniversary on October 10.
20 Years Ago
The 1955 corn price support rate for
Calloway County is $1.67 per bushel, ac-
cording to Q. D. Wilson, chairman of the
Calloway County ASC Committee.
The Kentucky Dam Fox Hunters
Association's Tenth Annual Bench Show
and Field Trials will be held at Murray
under the sponsorship of the Murray
Jaycees.
Dr. R. B. Parsons, Mw-ray State
College, spoke on "The Educational
System Between America arid Europe': at
the meeting of the Murray Lions Club.
Mr.. and Mrs. I-tarry Hampsher
presented a musical program at the
meeting of the Alpha Department of the
Array Woman's Club.
Baton is advertised ,at 41 cents per
pound in the ad for JonOs Fez] Market,
Ninth and Sycamore.
In Jefferson County there are 289,466
whites and 36,926 blacks registered. Mrs.
Stovall said the proportionate black sign up
should be almost double what it is.
don't knew why the blacks aren't
registering," she said. "The popag_uter_ lest
tells est:J.10Y aren't,"' -
The computer also says that registration
as of Sept. 22 showed 1,034,903 Democrats
and 455,109 Republicans.
Another 43,859 listed themselves as in-
dependent. In the fourth category are all
others— ranging from American Party
adherents to Communists. That total is a
mere 933.
About 20,000 more women than men are
registered, a margin that hardly has
varied since the entire state had to register
a few years ago under the new com-
puterized system.
More data is being programmed on the
computers, such as last May's party
voting trends for the first time.
Statewide, 41.8 per cent of registered
Democrats and 25.3 per cent of
Republicans voted. In Jefferson County it
.was 36.8 per cent of the Democrats and 15.8
per cent of GOP registrants.
Without interpretation, these figures
mean nothing. The Democrats had a
major gubernatorial primary while the
Republican nominee had token opposition.
Another recent input has been the age
breakdown, and it indicates that in the 1973
general election two-thirds of those 55 and
older voted.
In contrast, only 47 per cent of the 18 to
25 bracket did so in the same election.
Mrs. Stovall's office is processing the
same information for last May's primary,
but it is not completed yet.
The focus now seems to be on servicing
candidates for Nov. 4 who want precinct
data—names and addresses.
In perhaps 15 per cent of such requests,
street addresses are not available because
the communities are too small.
Mrs. Stovall said the cost to the can-
didate had been $3 per precinct, but that
she has halved this since ending rental of a
computer and employing her own system.
Bible Thought
And he said unto her, Thy sins
are forgiven. Luke 7:48.
Jesus also told her: 'MY faith
hath saved thee; go in peace. And
to another He said: Go, sin no




United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: NO NEW YORK BAILOUT
Sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr. (Ind-Va.) has
performed an immensely valuable public
service by alerting the American people to
the danger of a federal bailout of New
York City, which is tottering on the verge
of bankruptcy. He has done this in an open
letter to President Ford, appealing to him
to stand firm against bailing out the
spendthrift metropolis.
The taxpayers of the nation should not be
made to pay for the irresponsibility of New
York City politicians and its equally
irresponsible unions and pressure groups.
If the federal government attempts a
rescue operation for New York, it will have
to do the same for every other financially
troubled community in the nation. A
dangerous precedent will be set. As Sen.
Byrd said in his letter, "it will be a bot-
tomless pit."
New York City can put its house in order
if its people have the will. The State of New
York, under recently enacted legislation,
can insist on meaningful fiscal reform,
providing Gov. Carey of New York has the
determination to effect reform in the city.
No reason exists for the federal govern-
ment to step into the situation when
municiapl and state authorities have yet to
do what is necessary to restore the city's
New York City is a horrible example of
welfarism, union power politics, and
pressure group agitation—all resulting in
gross overspeurling and appalling public
debt.
Consider the situation, as reported by
Sen. Byrd.
The city government engaged in decep-
tive bookkeeping. Deficit spending began a
decade ago under the • Wagner ad-
ministration. Between 1965 and 1969, the
number of persons on welfare jumped
from 500,000 to one million.
Year after year, despite a decline in
business, the city added public employes.
New York City now has 51 employes for
every 1,000 inhabitants. In most other
large cities, the ratio is 35 per 1,000.
New York City employes' earnings in-
creased 129 per cent in the 196(s. For the
comparable period, the increase in the
private sector was only 85 per cent.
The cost of the pensions of city employes
is a scandal. For example, Sen. Byrd cited
the case of a $13,000 a year municipal bus
driver who retired on a $15,000 annual
pension. Pensions cost $317 million when
Mayor John V. Livesay took office in 1965.
By 1980, they are expected to cost $1.7
billion.
Though the city's financial problems
_ have been front page news for months, the
city continues to maintain a tuition-free
university system.
It is no wonder, therefore, that the cost
of government in New York City has
tripled in 11 years. The city owes $8 billion
in long-term debt and about $4 billion in
short-term debt. Sen. Byrd reports that the
short-term debt is "about 30 per cent of all
short-term debt incurred by all states,
cities, counties and local authorities in this
nation."
New York, then, is the champion
HARRIGAN
profligate municipal spender of all time.
Even as New Yorkers appealed to the
federal government for help, the city's
school teachers went on strike for ad-
ditional benefits. Such is the temper of the
metropolis.
Sen. Byrd rightly opposes a federal
bailout of this type of community and city
government. He asks: "How could a
federal bailout, which would include the
speculators and big banks and others who
have invested in New York City bonds at a
remarkably high and tax-free yield, be
justified to this country's hardworking
wage earners"
Obviously, it couldn't be justified. As
Sen. Byrd told President Ford, it is ex-
tremely unlikely that the American tax-
payer "would tolerate the use of his hard-
earned tax dollars to guarantee tax-
exempt income for New York City in-
vestors."
In any rase, there are worse thipti 'thin
a municipal default. The Richmond, Va.,
Times-Dispatch explained this when it
said: "It wOuld be far more, damaging to
the nation in the long run for the federal
government to indicate that it is now
prepared to assume responsibility for the
financial problems of American
localities."- '
The federal government already is in-
volved in too many areas. The mess in
New York City must be handled by
residents of that city and responsible
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Let's Stay Well 
Deafness In The Young Child
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
How early in life can a child's
hearing be tested?
The current attitude of leading
authorities is that no child is too
young
The first three years of life are
the most important for the
development of language and
speech skills. Critical time is kist
if a child's deafnem goes un-




results is sluggish developertint
of a vocabulary in keeping with
his age. and severe hearing
may result in marked retarda-
tion of speech.
This handicap bnng.s on a,
series of reactions between the
child and his peers. and the psy-
chological trauMa to the child
may blunt his behavior and lead
him and others to conclude that
his mentality is subnormal The
ill effects can cloud his chances
of an essentially norrnallife
Hearing can now be stteened
at the age. of one day, according
to Mrs. Patricia Mastracola.
clinical audiologist. -wnting in
the Newsletter of the American
Hearing Research Foundation of
Chicago. .
Further, infants can be evalu-
ated and fitted with hearing
aids, if they.gre needed In fact.
techniques have been developed
for testing the hearing of all ages
of children. Much of the infor-
mation is gained tn.watching the
be4vior of the infant or child.
Varying levels of sound and
speech are used, and the re-
sponse is ohserved. Children are
quite consistent, in their re-
sponses when they are able to
hear. Games are useful in test-
ing.
Hearing aids may be recom-
mended for children as ydung as
three (to . six months of age.
Periodic evaluations are essen
nal to be sure that the device is
suited to the changing needs of
the child
Speech is checked to see that
the vocabulary is enlarging ap-
propriately The child is
rewarded and praised for cor-
rect responses
A hearing test should be a part
of every physical examination.
especially in children. If an im-
pairment in hedring or speech is
detected, an evaluation by an
ear specialist (otologist) is indi-
cated.
a.
Q: Mr. 0.F asks whether
'sterilization to control population
is on the increase in the United
States
A: A study has been conducted
by the National Survey of
Family Growth for the fedefal
government's National. Center
for Health Statistics, and the
findings show that 29 per cent of
BLASINGAME
American couples who had
reached their desired family size
by 1973 had undergone stenliza-
hon. This figure represented an
upward increase of 18 per cent
over 1970. Sterilizations were
almost evenly divided betwen
the males and females .
Q. Mrs. I.T wants to know how
long a hyperactive child has to
take medicine.
A: Medication for Ow relict of
hyperactivity in a child should
not be given except under the
direction of a physician who has
evaluated the child and made a
careful diagnosis Usually. the
physician will continCre the
medicine for three to six months
or ask that it be stopped to see if
the child does well without it Er
not, the medication will have to
he restarted Some children re-
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Blue And Three More Hurlers
Combine To Pitch No-Hitter
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
A no-hitter, two managers
fired and a rumored feud.
The last day of the American
League baseball season was
anything but dull.
The Oakland A's finished
their regular season "with a
flourish by beating the
California Angels 5-0 Sunday
behind the no-hit pitching of
Vida Blue and three relievers.
The Milwaukee Brewers, who
finished the season by beating
the Detroit Tigers 7-0, fired
Manager Del Crandall and
replaced him with Harvey
, Kuenn. The Minnesota Twins, 6-
4 losets to the Chicago White
Sox in 10 innings, also lost a
manager when Frank Quilici
was cut loose.
Meanwhile, in Boston, there
was a rumored rift between
first baseman Carl Yastrzemski
and Manager Darrell Johnson.
Reports of dissension started
Saturday when Yastremski did
not play in the game against
Cleveland and enlarged Sunday
whaihe player didn't show up
at Fenway Park during the Red
Sox' 11-4 loss to Cleveland.
"Carl asked for the time off,
the trainer said the rest would
be good for his injured shoulder
and I gave him permission. I
believe he is in Florida at-
tending to seme,property of his
there."
At Oakland, Blue pitched the
first five innings, allowing three
men to reach base. Dave Chalk
walked with out one in the first
inning, but was erased on a
double play. Lee Stanton
reached base on an error by
shortstop Bert Campaneris in
the fourth and stole second, but
Blue pitched out of the inning
without any damage. Blue
walked Paul Dade with two out
in the fifth. The three relievers
retired the last 12 batters in
order.
Brewers 7, Tigers 0
Darrell Porter drove in three
runs with a homer and triple
and career home run king Hank
Aaron doubled and singled in
what may have been his last
game as a player, leading
Milwaukee over Detroit.
White Sox 6, Twins 4
Pat Kelly's RBI single capped
a two-run .10th inning and led
Chicago over Minnesota
Indians,11, Red Sox 4
Alan Ashby's grand slam
honier capped a six-run fifth
Fans In Manila Switch
And Now Favor Frazier
By WILL GRENISLEY
AP Special Correspondent
MANILA (AP) - Gamblers,
odds still favor Muharnmail All,
but local sentiment-has taken -a
sharp shift to challenger Joe
Frazier two days before their
battle for the heavyweight
boxing championship of the
world.
This was evident both at
Saturday's Official weigh-in
and at brief workouts Sunday
where unofficial noise meters
showed the usual "Ali, All, Ali"
chants drowned out by "Go, Go,
Smokin' Joe."
Unquestionably, All's marital
problems last week cut heavily
into his popularity in this highly
religious, family-oriented little
country as well as perhaps in
other parts of the world.
All continues a 2-1 choice with
Las Vegas bookmakers but
promoter Don King reported he
has been informed these odds
were almost certain, to tighten
before the 10:45 a. m. starting
bell Wednesday 10:45 p. m.,
EDT, Tuesday.
Prorrioters expect the indoor
colliseum to be a 25,567 sellout,
with a gross of $1.8 million.
Headquarters reports are of
quickening interest in the 68
countries where closed circuit
TV is being sold."
"Tragedy money is hard to
take delight in," said King,
admitting that All's problems
with his wife, Belinda, con-
ceivabley could bolster the
television gate, estimated at a
likeIR $22 million.
"The story is on many front
pages," the promoter added. "A
lot more women are likely to
take an interest in the out-
come."
Belinda left her fighting
husband in tears Friday, hours
after flying across the Pacific to
be at his side, reportedly
distraught after an argument
over "the other woman,"
Veronica Porsche of Los
Angeles.
However, when she arrived in
San Francisco, Belinda said
ther had been no argument and
called the reports "just
propoganda - I don't know
what triggered it off. My
husband doesn't have any girl
friends. I'm his wife."
She told newsmen she and
Miss Porsche were friends, had
sat together at All's fights in
Las Vegas and Kuala Lumpur
',land sometimes travel
'together."
inning, lifting Cleveland over
Boston. Joe Us added a two-run
homer for the Indians.
Rangers 3, Royals 1
Rookie Stan Perzanowski
scattered nine hits in Texas'
victory over Kansas City.
Orioles 3-2, Yankees 0-3
Jim Palmer notched his 23rd
victory with an eight-hitter and
Don Baylor hit a home run as
Baltimore won the first game of
its doubleheader with New
York. Terry Whitfield tied the
game witha two-run single and
Rick Dempsey scored the
winning run on an error in the
ninth inning, giving New York
the second game.
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer - -
The odds will be in favor of
the Cincinnati , Reds but
tradition will be against them
when they open the best-of-five
National League playoffs at
home Saturday against the
Pittsburgh Pirates. They don't
seem too concerned about the
tradition angle.
Since the playoff system
began in 1969, no NL team
opening at home has won the
series. This year, the first two
games will be at Cincinnati, on
Saturday and Sunday, with the
last three scheduled at Pitt-
sburgh, Oct. 79.
"I can't say if there's a jinx,"
Cincinnati Manager Sparky
Anderson said Sunday after the
Reds had finished the regular
season with a 7-6 victory over
the Atlanta Braves and were
established by Las Vegas odd-
smakers as 3-2 favorites against
the Pirates. "It's just crazy the
way it's worked out. There
couldn't be any other answer."
The Reds finished with 108
victories - the third highest total
In NL history. Only the 1906
Chicago Cubs, with 116 vic-
tories, and the 1909 Pirates,
with 110, did better.
By BRUCE Lown-r
AP Sports Writer
0. J. Simpson tied one of Jim
Brown's myriad National
Football League records - and
the Buffalo Bills tied the Pitt-
sburgh Steelers up in knots.
Simpson, who made a habit
two years ago of piling up 200-
plus-yard games en route to his
2,003-yard monster that shat-
tered Jim Brown's single-
season record of 1,863 yards, gut
his act together Sunday for the
second straight week.
He turned the Steel Curtain
defense into scrap iron, ram-
bling for a mind-boggling 72'1
Yards - se of them on a touch-
down jaunt - for his fourth 200-
yard game, matching a mark
set by the phenomenal Brown.
And it gave him an even 400
yards in two games, a per-
formance which - even this
early in the 14-game season -
has people buzzing about his
possibly shattering the 2,000-
yard mark again.
Simpson's stampeding
They finished 20 games ahead
of runner-up Los Angeles in the
NL West, the largest margin in
the majors since the 1906 Cubs
won the pennant, also by 20
games.
And they set a National
League record with 64 home
victories, only one short of the
major league mark of 65, held
by the 1961 New York Yankees.
While the Reds wound up with
the best record, 108-54, among
the four divisional winners in
the majors, the Pirates finished
with the worst, 92-69. Pitt-
sburgh, the NL East winner,
ended its season in humiliating
fashion, committing seven
errors in a 6-2 loss to the St.
Louis Cardinals. .
In other NL finales, New
York's Tom Seaver was
credited with his 22nd victory -
tops in the league - as the Mets
held off the Philadelphia
Phillies 5-4; the Chicago Cubs
outslugged the Montreal Expos
9-6; the San Francisco Giants
downed the San Diego Padres
and 20 game winner Randy
Jones 5-3. and the Houston
Astros defeated the Los Angeles
Dodgers 4-2.
In Cincinnati's final corn-
Kentucky Edges Past
Women's Tennis Team
By PATSY J. BEAUCHAMP
What is it about the
University of Kentucky that
make the Murray State women
athletes cringe?
Surely it's not the fact that the
Lady 'Cats kept the Lady
Racers out of the finals of the
1976 State basketblall tour-
nament last year by one point..
. or the fact that UK didn't show
up for a scheduled tennis match
in Murray because "it was too
far to drive just to play one
match'. . . or the fact that UK




track meet just a few weeks
after MSU trounced them not
once, but twice, in tri and quad
meets. Surely nothing is silly as
that could cause such a feeling.
Granted, UK has an excellent
program, possibly second to
none in the state, but. . .
The MSU womencs tennis
team felt that cringe this past
weekend as UK handed the lady
nepers their first loss of the
season by a slim 5-4 decision.
Earlier, MSU downed Eastern
Kentucky University and
Northern Kentucky College 9-0.
Highway (Al N. 7534141
In the match played at
Lexington, freshman Karen
Weis was the only MSU player
to win a singles match. Miss
Weis defeated UK's Jackie
Gibson 6-2, 6-1 at the number
one spot. Other scores were:
Kathy Cassidy UK clef. Sindy
Macovik 7-5, 7-5; Lesile Fisher
UK def. Sandy Macovik 7-5,6-3;
Cindy Kearney UK clef. Lindy
Spellman 6-3, 6-1; Holly Rentz,
UK clef. Judy Shirrell 6-1, 7-6;
Boreen Daughterty 11K def.
Margaret May 6-4, 6-1. In
doubles: Macovik-Macovik
MSU def. Gibson-Kearney 6-3,4-
6, 6-1; Weis-Shirrell MSU def.
Cassidy-Rentz 6-1, 6-3;
Spellman-Lynn Martin MSU
def. Fisher-Daughterty 8-4, 6-3.
Coach Nita Head's team will
_play Kentucky Wesleyan
College at 3:00 p. m. October 3
at the University Tennis
Complex.
Orr Still Talking
BOSTON (AP) - Boston
Bruins superstar Bobby Orr
says he's still talking to the
Minnesota Fighting Saints after
contract talks with Boston
bogged down.
"I want to play hockey and I
want to play in Boston," said
Orr. "I think I've made that
clear, but we're still talking to
the Saints."
The World Wickes.
Association club reportedbf has
offered Orr a 10-year,
multimillion dollar deal to jump
from Boston of the National
Hockey League to the WHA
The Bruins' defensive star
left Massachusetts, General
Hospital Saturday Aollowint
knee surgery. He's expected to
be sidelined until the middle of
November.
through the Steelers' sup-
posedly invincible line and Joe
Ferguson's touchdown passes of
seven yards to Reuben Gant and
23 yards to Bob Chandler led the
Bills to a 30-21 victory over the
defending Super Bowl cham-
pions.
In the rest of the NFL it was
Dallas 36, St. Louis 31 in
overtime.; Los Angeles 23, San
Francisco 14; Oakland 31,
Baltimore 20; New York Jets 30,
Kansas City 24; Washington 49,
New York Giants 13; Miami 22,
New England 14; Minnesota 42,
Cleveland 10; Houston 33, San
Diego 17; Cincinnati 21, New
Orleans 0; Chicago.
Philadelphia 13, and Detroit 17,
Atlanta 14. Green Bay'ls at
Denver tonight.
Simpson's big third-quarter
run broke open the game, giving
the Bills a 23-0 lead. They were
bogged down on their own 12-
yard line when he took a handoff
on a third-and-one, swung to the
outside and flitted down the
right sideline.
petitive tuneup for the playoffs,
the Reds beat Atlanta on Cesar
Geronimo's run-scoring Single
with two out in the ninth inning.
It was their 33rd one-run victory
of the season and the 45th time
they had come from behind to
win.
Cards 6, Pirates 2
Willie Randolph, playing his
first game at third base,
committed three of the Pitt-
sburgh errors and second
baseman Rennie Stennett and
pitcher John Candeleria were
charged with two miscues
apiece.
Reggie Smith homered and
drove in three St. Louis runs.
Meta 5, Phillies 4
Seaver, 22-9, the winningest
pitcher in the National League,
was knocked out by
Philadelphia in the sixth, but
Skip Lockwood preserved the
Mets' victory with four perfect
innings of relief. Philadelphia's
Dave Cash set a major league
record of 699 at-bats for the
season, when he went to bat four
times.
Cubs 9, Expos 6
Pitcher Rick Reuschel had
three hits and knocked in two
runs, and Manny Trill° and
Andy -Thornton each had two
RBI for Chicago. Teammate
Bill Madlock went hitless, but
won the NL batting title with a
.354 average.
Giants 5, Padres 3
The Giants, with the help of
two RBI apiece by Gary Mat-
thews and Jack Clark, foiled
Jones' bid for his 21st victory,
but they couldn't stop him from
winning the league's earned run
average title. Jones, 20-12,
wound up with a 2.24 ERA.
Astros 4, Dodgers 2
Cliff Johnson slammed a
three-run homer, his 20th of the
season, capping a four-run
eighth inning, in lifting the
Astros past the disappointing
Dodgers, last year's NI,
champions but hardly in con-
tention this year.
Crossword Puzzler
Franco Harris bulled in twice
from one yard out for two of the
Steelers' belated touchdowns.
Cowboys 37, Cardinals 31
"It was the most exciting
game I've ever been in," said
Dallas quarterback Roger
Staubach, whose three-yard
scoring pass to Billy Joe Dupree
with 7:53 gone in sudden-death
overtime beat the Cards.
Middle linebacker Lee Roy
Jordan intercepted St. Louis
quarterback Jim Hart and
returned it 38 yards to the
Cardinal 37-yard line to set up
the winning touchdown.
Hart pitched four touchdown
passes for St. Louis, the last a
37-yarder to Mel Gray with 46
seconds to go to send the game
into a fifth period.
Rams 23, 49ers 14
Tom Dempsey's 51-yard field
goal, which matched a Los
Angeles team distance record
and, James Harris' first touch-
down pass of the season - 22
yards to Lawrence McCutcheon
- enabled the Rams to rally
from a 14-3 halftime deficit and
beat San Francisco.
Raiders 31, Colts 20
Cornerback Neal Colzie
returned four Baltimore punts
for 104 yards, three of them
setting up scores, and ran 38
yards with a fourth-quarter
interception that helped
Oakland overhaul and stave off
the upstart Colts - ---
Jets 30, Chiefs 24 -
John Riggins ran for 145
yards and two touchdowns And
Carl Garrett tacked on 135
yards and a score in the Jets'
victory over Kansas City.
Red Skins 49, Giants 13
A defensive line that sacked
New York quarterbacks eight
times and two touchdown
strikes apiece by Billy Kilmer
and Randy Johnson highlighted
Washington's walloping of the
Giants.
Dolphins 22, Patriots 14
Don Nottingham, promoted to
the starting lineup after Larry
Csonka defected to the World
Football League, broke loose
for 120 yards - all but 15 of
them in the second half, to wake
up the Dolphins, who spotted
New England a 14-0 lead on a
pair of Neil Graff touchdown
'passes.
Vikings 42, Browns 10
Fran Tarkenton passed for
two touchdowns - 29 yards to
John Gilliam and 13 yards to
Chuck Foreman -- and ran two
yards for another score in
Minnesota's mauling of the
Browns.
Oilers 33, Chargers 17
Defensive lineman Curley
Culp scored his first pro-
touchdown in eight years;
• running 38 yards with a Jesse
Freitas fumble on the opening
play of the fourth quarter to
lock up the Oilers' victory over
San Diego. Running backs
Ronnie Coleman and Don
Hardernan each rushed for
more than 100 yards and scored
a touchdown for Houston.
Bengals 21, Saints 0
Ken Anderson passed for
three touchdowns - 52 and five
yards to Isaac Curtis and 14
yards to Charley Joiner - in the
Bengals' silencing of New
Orleans. Anderson played three
quarters and completed 17 of 22
passes for 203 yards.
ACROSS 2 Unit
- of Latvian
1 Mountains of currency
Europe 3 Sham
5 Actual being 4 Scatter
9 Unit of Siamese 5 Babylonian
currency diety
12 Arrow 6 Frightens
13 Genus of 7 Deposits
maples 8 'Before
14 Nevi Deal 9 Girl's name
agency tint ) 10 Woody plant
15 Cubic meter 11 Mountain lake
17 Studio 16 Pnnters
19 Singing measure 29
voic.e(pl ) 18 Endure
21 Solar disk 20 Mountain
22 Again nymph
21 Note of scale 22 Sums up
25 Man's name 23 Tidy
26 Lair 25 Macaws
27 Abandon 27 Mend with
29 Railroad (ebb() Cotton
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Bears 15, Eagles 13
Rookie running back Walter
Payton seemed to have killed a
Chicago threat when he was
nailed with a clipping penalty
and then a personal foul against
the Eagles. But he shrugged it
off, caught three passes for 27
yards and rushed for 23 to set up
Bob Thomas' game-winning 26-
yard field goal with eight
seconds left.
Uses 17, Falcons 14
Detroit converted fourth-
down gambles on two touch-
down drives and tripped he
Falcons on Altie Taylor's one-
yard plunge with barely a
minute to play.
"I just had that feeling,"
Lions' Coach Rick Furranu said
of his fourth-clown gambling
"I'm just built that way - )
take chances.
3 DAYS ONLY
Sept. 26, 27, 29
Sears Drtatittiss
BELTED TIRES
• Two sturdy fiberglass belts
• Two polyester cord body plies
• "78 Series" design
• Choice of 13, 14, 15 inch sizes
• Selection of whitewalls and
blackwalls
Factory perches, of appearance
blemished tires IN STOCK
for immediate delivery
Mounting and balancing
for a nominal charge
on all tires during this 3-day event!
Sears Highway Passenger Tin i Warranty
Full Warranty for 1815 of Mileage Specified
If you do not receive 10% of miles specified becauar of
your tire becoming uneervice•ble due to failure apparently
relating to the material or workiruinship, normal rood
hazards or tread wear6ut. replacement or refund will be
made. upon return, with no charge for mileage received
Limited Warranty
If you do not receiye the total miles specified because of
your tire becoming unserviceable due to failure apparently
relating to the material or workrnanahip, normal road
hazards or tread wearout: we will exchange it uponyeturn.
for a new tire or give you • refund charging in either UAW
only the proportion of the then current selling price plua
Federal Excise Tar that represents Mileage
Nail purwiturea will be repaired at no charge
Skippiag charges sot isclvded
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WINNING TOUCHDOWN — Sophomore Jesse Dorsey (32) goes over the right side of the Murray 
defensive line for the winning touch-
down Saturday. Also in the picture for Tech are quarterback Gary Perdue (18) and running ba
ck Lamar Mike (37) Racers in the ,
photograph are Eddie McFarland (44), Matt Schoppert (04) and Don Hettich (53).
(Staff Mietee by Mile Irtusdee)„
COMING DOWN Tennessee Tech runningback Lamar Mike has just one way to go and that's down as Murray's Br
uce Walker (42)
makes the diving tackle. Walker is playing with a broken finger but still managed to get five tockles against 
the Golden Eagles.
(Steil Photos by Mili• IlrosidoM
'Toppers Roil In Third
-Period-To Romp-By Peay- Little Legue Football
To Open Season Tuesday
Sluggish Racers
Dumped By Eagles
The bad thing about the lack
of the ground game was that the
offense all fell on the shoulders
of Hobbie. But with the ex-
ception of the last series of the
game, Hobbie really didn't get
to throw that much.
In fact, he passed just 15
times in the contest, completing
six for 108 yards. Against
Western Carolina, he threw for
211 yards on 21 of 38 passing.
The whole ball of wax: The
Racer offense was like the car
without platformate in those old
gasoline commercials: stalled.
Time after time, the defense
held Tech in check. But time
after time, the defense, not
getting much of a chance to
rest, trotted right back out after
the offense failed to move the
ball.
Finally, the wear and tear of
playing so much defense in the
last half broke the Racers. Tech
took over with about six
minutes left in the game, get-
ting the ball at their own 44, and
finally ending the game with 24
seconds left when sophomore
fullback Jesse Dorsey plunged
through a gaping whole in the
right side of the Murray line to
snap the 7-7 tie.
Tech had scored first in the
game, that coming with 5:02 left
in the half when sophomore
running back Lamar Mike
scored from four yards out and
place-ticker Murray -
ningham added the PAT.
With 1:39 left in the half,
Murray tied it at 7-7 when Gary
Brumm took a 34-yard pass
from Hobbie, Emodi AmagwuLs
added the PAT and that was the
way it stood until the final half-
minute of the contest.
The loss just about puts an
end to the Racers' hopes for a
conference title. Last year,
Murray was dealt a stinging 26-
0 loss to Tech and went on to
lose only one more game in the
race.
But in league play, a loss on
the home field is the cardinal
sin and Murray will have some
rough road games later in the
season, including trips to
Middle Tennessee, East Ten-
nessee and of course, powerful
Western Kentucky.
In addition, last year's
defending champion Eastern
Kentucky will be at Murray so
for a shot at the title, it appears
the Racers will havç to play
flawless football from here in
out.
Saturday, the Racers host
Morehead in the Homecoming
Contest. It will begin at 2 p.m.
Last year, the Racers clipped
the Eagles in the final minute in
a game played in a ghostly fog.
There won't be any fog
around Stewart Stadium
Saturday but the ghosts of the
loss will be in the back of the
minds of the Morehead players
and the Eagles will be fired up
and waiting to become the third
team to whip the Racers in the
new stadium.
ONLY SCORE — Gary Branum (81) of tho Racers hauls in a pass
from Mike Bobbie then eludes Ronnie Summey (21) of Tech for the
only Murray touchdown in this 14-7 loss Saturday to Tech.
Weather Doesn't Help Boone
CoUnty As Highlands Romps
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
Western Kentucky took its
time getting started Saturday
but when the Hilltoppers got
rolling, unfortunate Austin
Peay couldn't find the "off"
switch..
Western, ranked second in the
Associated Press College
Division poll, suffered a
sluggish first half to lead the
winless Governors by just 10-3.
But the Hilltoppers went to
work in the third period.
Billy Smith engineered a 67-
yard drive to open the third
period, capping it with a 13-yard
pass to Bob Hobby for the store.
Smith later added a second
scoring pass and tailback Jim
Woods scored on a four-yard
run.
The Ohio Valley Conference's
other star attrattion, seventh-
rated Eastern Kentucky, also
had its heeds full. The Colonels
trailed East Tennessee 14-2 late
DANK NOTES
by William M. Boyd
' It may be PcisSible to augment the
family income by com-
mercializing a hobby
(photography, antiques), by
selling home-crafted items or by
providing services such as baby.
sitting or a paper route.
%One of the easiest waysto makemoney is to let your savings




Are You Registered To Vote?
Member FDIC
TVA Land For Rent
TVA has three tracts of land in Calloway County, Ken-
tucky, for rent from January 1, 1976, to December 31,
1980. These tracts vary in size from 12.4 to 121.8 acres.
These tracts may be used for haxand pasture only. The
minimum acceptable bid for any of these tracts is $4
per acre per year.
Sealed bids for the Aise of these tracts will be accepted
by TVA, Division of Reservoir Properties, Paris, Ten-
nessee, until 2 p.m. CST, October 28, 1975, when the
bids will be publicly opened. Bid forms, size, and otherr
information may be obtained from the Manager,
.Western District, l)RP, 202 West BlytheStreet. Paris,
Tennessee, or call 901-642-2041;
TVA reservesthe right to reject any and all bids
it
in the third period before tbe
game's complexion.
Ernie House passed 63 yards
to Elmo Boyd for the Colonel's
first touchdown of the day and
Hal Emerson then capped an 89-
yard, 11-play drive with a one-
yard scoring run.
Emerson's three-yard run
with seven minutes left was the
clincher.
In other games Saturday
involving Kentucky colleges:
Cincinnati buried Louisville
46-27; Middle Tennessee sur-
prised Morehead 12-10; Ten-
nessee Tech outlasied Murray
'14-7; Kentucky State blanked
Maryland-Eastern Shore 28-0;
Georgetown rolled over Fin-
dlay. Ohio, 30-7; and Centre
held on for a 9-9 tie with
Washington & Lee.
Jay Bonds scored three
touchdowns and Mike Smith
rushed for 144 yards as Cin-
cinnati handed Louisville its
third consecutive defeat. The
Bearcats led only 7-3 at the half
but tacked up two Bonds touch-
downs and a field goal in the
third quarter to put the game
out of reach.
Middle Tennessee rallied for
all its points in the final quarter
at Morehead. Bobby Joe Easter
brought the winners within 10-6
on a one-yard run before
quarterback Mike Robinson
applied the clincher with a, 10-
yard scamper.
The Eagles, 1-1, got their.onlv
touchdown On Ron Mosley's
one-yard run in the second
quarter. •
Jesse Dorsey's one-yard run
with 24 seconds left to play gave
Tennessee Tech a decision over
Murray, 0-2. The teams had
been tied since the second
quarter, when Murray's Mike
Hobbit threw a 34-yard touch-
down pass to Jerry ,Brumm.
Kentucky State rolled to ..its
fifth straight win as Curt
StIlivan passed for 138 yards
and a touchdown. Mike Quincy
added two 'other touchdowns as
the Thorobreds equaled their
best start since 1942.
Ron Pinchbeck threw two
touchdown passes - one a 71-
yard bomb to Rick Hall - as
Georgetown upped its record to
3-1.
Washington di Ike appeared a
sure winner over Centre with
just 2:07 to play after jack
Berry's seven yard scoring pass
to Bob Szczecinski.
But Washington & Lee
suprisingly tried, and failed, on
a two-point conversion while
kicker Dan Thompson stood on






Ow Winners 94 262
All-Stars 4
Gutter Getters 7 5
Four Aces 7 5
The Men 6 6
The losers 5' 7
I ,uck y Strikes 3 9
Just Passin' Thru 24 94




High Team Game I HC
All Stars 747
The Winners 709
All Stars  704
, High Team Series (SC I
All Stars  1566
The Winners  1551
The Men 1520
High Team Series tliel
All Stars 2110
The Winners 2010
Four Aces  1993
High Ind. Game (SC)
Teddy Alegancier  216
Don Mudd 192
Phillip Adams  - 168
High Ind. Game (HC)
Teddy Alexander 254
Pon Mudd 221
Teddy Alexander  217





Phil Burkeen .. . . ... .. . . 445
High Ind. Series (44C)
Teddy Alexander . . . 670
Randy McMillen ...  547
Roger Simmons  . 541
High Averages
Phillip Adams . . 150
Phil Burkeen
1 149Bryan Scott 149





Don Mudd • 139
Ronnie Harrison 132
Sunda thoroughbred racing
will be held at I either New
York's Belmont or Aqueduct




Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Ever sit around on a cool, fall
day and kill flies? Seems like
for every one you kill, there
would be at least two more pop
up from somewhere.
That's the way life is getting
for Bill Furgerson. Solve one
problem and son of a gun, two
more pop up.
A week ago Saturday, it was
the punting game that killed
Murray State 16-9 against
Western Carolina and snapped
the Racers' 11-game winning
streak in Roy Stewart Stadium.
The punting game wasn't a
problem this past Saturday in
Stewart Stadium. Furgerson's
son, Wes, took care of that and
averaged 40.6 yards per punt.
But oh, those other problems.
To begin, the main one was
lack of the ground game in the
14-7 loss to Tennessee Tech in
the Ohio Valley Conference
opener for both teams. And the
list just keeps on growing,
bigger than a little boy's list for
presents that he'd like Santa
Claus to bring at Christmas.
There's also injuries. Charlie
Reeves was injured last week
and is sidelined for the rest of
the season. David McDonald
was also injured in the loss to
Western Carolina and is out for
the year.
Against Tech, linebacker
Kevin Whitfield was_. injured
early in the game and watched
the rest of the contest on the
bench while trying,, to hobble
around on crutches.
But the biggest problem of all
was the lack of the ground
game. Murray had just 122
yards on the ground while Tech
had 221. Tailback Art Kennedy
had 110 of those 122, meaning
that the rest of the backfield
could muster just 12 yards.
With the exception of the first
series in the third period, it was
three downs and punt, three
downs and punt, three downs
and punt. Like a broken record
almost. And with the exception
of a penalty against Tech that
gave the Racers a first down
late in the fourth period, the.
only other first down came on
the next to the last play of the
game when quarterback Mike
Hobbie found Willie DeLoach
for a 23-yard , gainer that left
Murray on the Racer 31.
One more incomplete pass
and it was all over, dropping the
Racers to 0-2 on the season.
The Little League football
program will begin Tuesday at
Holland Stadium with a pair of
contests.
In the 5:30 p.m. contest, the
Colts will take Op the Steelera.
Then 15 minutes after the first
game, the defending champion
Browns will take on the Bears in
the second game.
All games are played on
Tuesdays in Hotted Stadium.
Admission will be one dollar for
adults and 50 cents for students.
Six-minute quarters will be
played on an 80-yard field.
Some of the rules are: no
offensive back weighing more
than 100 pounds can carry the
ball from the line of scrimmage
and all defenses must be 6-2-2-1,
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
Boone County, with some help
from the weather man, held off
Ft. Thomas
Highlands for one day, but the
outcome of the rain-postponed
game was predictable.
Highlands, shaking off a
sluggish first half, exploded for
all of its points in the second
half Saturday to down the
previously unbeaten Rebels 23-
except inside the 10-yard line.
Gary Haverstock and Paul
Butterworth are coaching the
Browns, Nicky Ryan and Kenny
Humphreys are coaching the
Steelers, Gerald and Terry
Turner are coaching the Bears
and Barry Drew, Chuck Fowler
and Tommy Goodwin are
coaching the Colts.
Here is the rest of the
schedule for the program:
October 7—Steelers vs.
Bears, Browns vs. Colts
October 14—Steelers VS.
Browns, Bears vs. Colts.
October 21—Steelers VS
Colts, Bears vs. Browns.
October 28—Bears vs.
Stealers, Colts vs. Browns.
November 4—Steelers VS.
Browns, Colts vs. Bears
0.
The two teams were
originally scheduled to meet on
Friday, but the field was un-
playable after week-tong rains.
Highlands. top-ranked Class
AAA team in the state, Is now 5-
0, while Boone County, fifth in
the Class AAAA rankings, fell to
4-1.
The Bluebirds put the game
away in the third period on
Larry Oberciing's 64-yard run
and a 65-yard scoring scamper
by Tom Roberts.
Another top-ranked team,
Louisville Bishop David, kept
its unblemished record intact
by dispatching DeSales 10-0.
The Falcons, number one in the
Jefferson County AAAA poll,
are 5-0 while fifth-ranked
DeSales fell to 2-2.
In another Jefferson County
showdown, third-ranked Trinity
won its fourth in a row by
blanking stubborn Thomas
Jefferson 13-0.
Here's how other ranked
teams 'fared in Friday action:
—State AAAA: Dave Moore
scored on runs of 68, 80 and 89
yards and running mate Jim
Taylor had two touchdowns as
No. 2 Bowling Green ripped
Christian County 48-21. Third-
ranked Owensboro got two
touchdowns from J. T. Buck and
downed Union County 21-7 and
No. 4 Lexington Bryan Station
blanked Covington Holmes 21-0.
—State AAA: ,No. 2 Franklin-






Come by Hutson Texaco Service at 1412 Main
Across from the Bowling Center
scoring three times and rushing




Central 40-14 while second-
ranked Scott County tripped
Woodford County 33-0. No. 3
Mayfield butchered Caldwell
County 34-6; No. 4 Somerset
needed an overtime to outlast
previously unbeaten Laurel
County 12-6; and No. 5 Corbin
outlasted Williamsburg 19-6.
—State A: No. 1 Frankfort
blasted Bath County 46-0; No. 2
Heath mauled 'Fulton County 44-
0; No. 3 Richmond Madison











-Free Inspection of Heating & Cooling System
-Belts -Hoses
Be Sure to preserve that high priced anit-treeze with a chefk-up today.
Free Pick-Up & Delivery Service in City
HUTSON TEXACO SERVICE
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NO YOU DON'T - Tech's pwayne Morse appears to have an easy catch coming up but fddie McFarland
(44) of the Racers and Mark Hickman (23) didn't much think so and they smacked into Morse for jotting
collision with the result being an incomplete pass.




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - If
the weatherman cooperates,
Kentucky may learn how to deal
with an eight-man front, foot-
Fraa. Curci
Sunday night. And they'd
better. The Wildcats fought to a
10-10 tie against that defense by
Maryland Saturday and Curd
says the next three opponents-
Penn State, Auburn and
Georgia-will present the same
complication.
Kentucky was hampered
before Saturday's game against
Maryland by a week full of rain.
This week, Curci said, "we hope
to get the boys a little more
ground to practice on."
Although some fans, who
booed for more than half the
game, felt that Kentucky could
win against Maryland, Curci
was pleased with his team's jab.i,
Placekicker John "Pierce did
it when he had to," the Ken-
tucky coach said.
Kentucky seemed doomed
with three minutes left in the
game, but a Maryland fumble
gave the Wildcats the ball and
with eight seconds on the clock
Pierce kicked a 45-yard field
goal for the tie. It was only his
second successful field goal in
.11._ tries this season.
The game had swung into
Maryland's favor during the
first period when senior Rick
Jennings ran back a kickoff 93
yards for a touchdown after
Kentucky had marched 80 yards
for the initial score of the game.
"This changes the ball
game," Curci said. "When you
work five minutes to get the ball
in methodically and they run
one back in 11 seconds...
"I tried to tell everybody
before the ball game that Jerry
Claiborne is known for a great
kicking game and great
defense. They didn't believe
me," Curci said.
"We handled their defenat(
better than I thought we woald
but we sure got burned by their
kicking game," he added.
Curci said his scoring drive at
the start of the game was
PERPICH PUTTS - Mike Perpich of the Racer gotf team putts out
on the 17th green while a disappointed player who just bogeyed the
hole sits and stars at the ground. Murray took third 
place in the
tournament.





peu— WOULDN'T YOU REPAY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
DAYTONA BEAN/
FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM
Enjoy your own plivate villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World We have bus tours 3
famous resturants, The Tropics, Hong
▪ Kong, Swedish House
. Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditived,
with spacious lawns. rootf
telephones, TV, shopping center.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground. Golf. tennis privileges.
An easy drive to all Florida attrac-












price of a room
Ville for 4
(110 of 305 un1tS/
f
FREE PARKING
• For free cola, brochure and ,nformation write
MINOR VILLAGE RISORT----.4.*11-11a
- ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074
Name
Address
• City, State. ZiP -
L. .
Murray State Invitational
Eastern Wins Team Crown But
Mier Wins Individual Title
By M. C. Garrott
Eastern Kentucky University
captured team honors in the
11th annual Murray State
University Intercollegiate Golf
Classic Saturday at the Murray
Country Club with a total of 899
strokes for the two-day, 54-hole
medal play tournament.
Two strokes back at 901 was
the five-man team from
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, and the host
team, the defending champions,
finished in third place, six
strokes behind the Colonels
from Eastern.
Middle Tennessee and Austin
Peay finished in a tie for fourth
with 909, as did Tennessee Tech
and Illinois State for sixth place
with 917. Southern Illinois at
Carbondale was alone in eighth
place with 919, followed by the
University of Missouri in ninth
at 923 and Bradley bringing up
the field at 924.
Eastern was the leader after
Maryland Tie
directed at Maryland's obvious
respect for Sonny Collins, who
wound up setting a
Southeastern Conference
record with a career rushing
total of 3,099 yards.
Collins had only 44 yards in
the first half but finished with
161 for the game.
On that touchdown drive,
which Curci said Maryland
coach Claiborne told him was
the longest drive against any
team he's had, "we were hitting
them right up the gut and they,
had to respect it."
Steve Campassi was the key,
gaining 67 yards in the initial
drive, proving "there's no
question our game plan was the
right one," Curci said.
"We probably averaged eight
yards up the middle and we got
in trouble when we tried to go
outside," the Kentucky coach
added.
On Kentucky's touchdown-
drive, Maryland was "playing
the normal defenses," Curer
said. "But I think Maryland
made a tremendous adjustment
right after that because they
began stunting and bringing
everybody out."
Curci said that Maryland's
eight-man line shut off any
question of passing or outside
running and he stuck his game






Brown 41, Rhode Island 20
Coast Guard 28, Colby College 21
algste 24, Cornell 22
Delaware 16, New Hampshire 7
Edinboro State 24, Slippery Rock 19
Harvard IS, Holy Orbs* 7
Lafayette 10, Columbia 7 -
I khigh 34, Pennsylvania 2.9
Main 17, Bucknell 0
Massachusetts 7, Dartmouth 3
Northeastern 20, Boston Cruv 17
Pittsburgh 47, William & Mary 0
Princeton 10, Rutgers?
Villanova It. Army 0
West Virginia 35, Boston College 18
Widener College 9, Fordham 7
Yale 35, Connecticut 14
sp.*
Alabama 40, Vanderbilt?
Alabama AIM 27, Albany St., Ga 7
Arkansas State n, Memphis State 10
Cincinnati 46, Louisville 27 '
Citadel16, Wofford 7
Duke 28, Virginia 11
East Kentucky 21, East Tenn. State 14
Florida 27, Mississippi St. 10
Georgia 28, South Carolina 20
Georgia Tech 33, Clemson 28
lows State 10, Florida State 6
Jacksonville Stilt. Chattanooga 6
  Kansas St Univ 17. Wake Forest 16
Kentucky 10. Maryland 10
Kentucky State 21, Md East Shore 6
t'fr -Louisiana Tech 37, Texas, Arlington r
Marshall Unit 36, Illinois St. lime 3
Mississippi 24. South Mississippi 8
NE Louisiana St 38, Drake Univ 25
Oklahoma 20, Miami, Fla 17
SW Louisiana 31, New Mexico St 7
Syracuse 31, Tulane 13
Tennessee 21, Auburn 17
Virginia Military' 55. Davidson Col 0
West Kentucky' 30. Austin Peay 3
aileron
A ug ustana , S D 31. So Dakota State 17
Baylor 14, Michigan 14
Bowling Green 21, Dayton 14
Cent Michigan 34, Toledo 27
Fast Michigan 20, McNeese St 6
Indiana 31, Utah?
Kansas 20, Oregon State 0
Miami, Ohio 35, Ball State 28
Michigan State 37, No Carolina St 15
Minnesota It. Oregon 7
Missouri 77, Wisconsin 21
Nebraska 56. Texas Christian 14
North Dakota 49, Morningside 7
Northern Illinois 20, West Michigan 0
Northern lows 23, No Dakota St 16
Notre Dame 31. Northwestern?
Chin '0, Kent State 21
Ohio State 32, North Carolina 7
Oklahoma State 61. North 1 eras St 7
Penn State 30, Iowa 10
Arkansas 31, Tulsa 15
South Methodist 26, Houston Univ 16
Texas *2, Texas Tech 18
Texas A&M 43, Illinois 13
frs who
Air Force 20, UCLA 20
Arizona 14, Wyorrupg 0
Arizona State 20. Brigham Young 0
California 33. Washington St 21
Colorado 52, Wichita Slate 0
Colo State Um 27, New Mexico 16
Fresno State 34, Montana State 17
I IdahoSt Um 24. Idaho 14
long Beach S125. Pacific UM( 17
Montana 21. Nevada. 1.Vegas 211
San .1n9C State 36, Stanford 14
a Southern Cal 19, Purdue.6
Washington 14, Navy 13
After three home games, with
a record of one win, one loss and
one tie, Kentucky travels to
Penn State on Saturday to meet
"the kind of team our boys look
forward to playing," Curci said.
"I think we'll give the
maximum effort as they have:"
Wins Dog Show
LONDON, Ont. AP) - A dog
owned by Raymond and Bertha
Newrnanns of Dayton, Ohio,
won the best of show in the male
division of the American
Eskimo Dog Show Sunday. Best
female in the show was won by a
dog owned by Carolyn Jester of
Stroud, Okla.
36 holes Friday, 'followed by
Tennessee Tech and SIU at
Edwardsville with 301; Austin
Peay, 303; Murray State, 304;
Illinois State, 306; SIU at
Carbondale and Missouri, 308;
Bradley, 316; and Middle
Tennessee, 317.
Individual honors went to
Kevin Klier, of Murray State,
with 215, three strokes in front
of Jimmy Brown, SIU at Car-
bondale and a Paducah product,
and Rob Long, an up-and-
coming freshman from Austin
Peay.
In fourth place in the in-
dividual scoring was Dan
Bogdan, Eastern, with 220, one
stroke ahead of Brooks Brestal
of the SIU-Edwardsville team.
Long, who is putting his game
together again after a near-
fatal motorcycle accident two
years ago, and Brestal were
tied at the end of 18 holes with
even par 72's for the 6,328-yard
Murray course.
Klier was two strokes back at
the time, but he blistered the
course on his afternoon round
for a 67 and the first day's
medalist honors, which he
never relinquished. He birdied
the 5-par first hole and then
posted eight consecutive birdies
for 35 going out. ...._ —
He then birdied the dogleg
10th, the 12th, 13th, 14th and the
long, lake-guarded 16th before
THE CHAMP - Kevin Klier of the Murray-State Racers hits
tee shot on the 11th at the Murray Country Club. Although
Racers finished third in the team standings of the Murray State









Score Of Game: Tech 71 Murray 50
The score Saturday night was 71-50, with
Tennessee Tech on top.
Now that wasn't the score of the game.
Actually Tennessee Tech won that one 14-7. So
what then was 71-50?
That's the reason Tech won. Tech ran 71
plays in the contest while Murray ran 50.
The total plays, rushing and passing, are
often overlooked by sportswriters. But most
of the time, they tell the actual story of the
game.
To say that Tech had the ball for overjralf
the game would be an understatement,"The
statistics kept in the press box at Stewart
Stadium do not have the total time of
possession.
But it would probably be safe to say that in
the last half, Tech had the ball at least 20 of
the 30 minutes. And regardless of how tough a
defense is, sooner or later it will c tch up.
There's nothing to be take away from
senior tailback Art Kennedy. fle had a fine
game, rushing for 110 yards, with his longest
gain being 48. After that, Murray had just 12
more yards from the rest of the backfield.
Here's the way it went: , Willie DeLoach,
seven carries for seven yailds; Mike Hobble,
nine carries for four yards and Bernie
Behrendt, one carry for one yard.
It was a frustrating loss and that is a major
understatement. It was worse than that. It
leaves us asking the question Is Murray
State as good as they are supposed to be?
Before the season, a pre-season poll by
conference coaches had the Racers ranked
third overall. Tom Patterson, the OVC writer
for the Louisville Courier-Journal, had picked
Murray as his personal choice for the title,
After the loss to Western Carolina, most
people figured the ground attack would perk
up and Larry Jones, the junior transfer from
Kentucky, would take over as fullback and
the Racers would roll.
Jones played Saturday night. some. He
simply served as a blocking back and never
once carried the ball. In the final series of the
game, he had a pass thrown his way and that
was as close as he came to touching the ball.
The saga of Jones has been very con-
troversial. Early in practice, he had an in-
jury. Then he was under discipline for his
failure to give 100 per cent in practice.
The crowd was ready for Jones Saturday
night. When he came in, he received a big
ovation. And when he was taken out, Stewart
Stadium erupted into boos.
A few years ago we would have been happy
to have 8,000 people in old Cutchin Stadium.
Saturday night, the 8,000 attendance was a
disappointing crowd. Racer football has come
a long waY in the past two years. .
And if the fans just stick with theam, it
can still keep going. But if the fans give up
and show lack of interest, it can certainly
have a big psychological ffec`t on the Racers.
A small Homecoming crowd could be a
major disaster this Saturday. Don't ever
think that the players never turn around arid
look to see how big or small the crowd is
There may be some water in the boat but it
hasn't gone down yet.
Cross Country
Want to see something exciting Tuesday
that's absolutely free of charge?
Then go on out to the Murray Country Club
where the Racer cross country team will be
running the tough Salukis of Southern Illinois
University.
This is the best team in the history of
Murray State. Presently, the team is 3-0 and
the most successful athletic team on campus.
I would like to urge everyone who can make it
out for the 4 p.m. meet to go and support the
team.
It gets awfully lonely running five miles and
if there's a big crowd waiting at the finish line
in a close race, it could make a difference for
the home team if the folks are there pulling
them on.
Also, the Murray State women's cross
country team will be running. The race will
begin before the men's race.
Survey To Run
Once again, I would like to remind everyone
of the sports survey which will run this week.
It will run in Tuesday's sports section and
one other time this week. I would like to urge
every reader to fill out the survey and mail it
to me at the office, drop it by the office or just
give it to me at a ballgame sometime this
week. You don't have to sign your name or
anything so you can have the chance to say
what you want..
In particular, I would like all the students to
fill out the survey. Whether you feel the sports
section is good or bad, go ahead and par-
ticipate anyhow.
Sports Schedule
The sports scene really picks up this week.
There is nothing going on tonight but here's
the rest of the schedule for the week:
Tuesday: Murray State cross country at the
Murray Country Club, Racers host SIU;
Murray State baseball at Martin, and Little
League football opens at 5:30 p.m with a pair
of games at Holland Stadium.
Wednesday: Murray State baseball jayvees
at Paducah Community College.
Thursday: Lambuth at Murray State
baseball, Murray High freshman football at
South-Marshall, game begins at 5 p.m. Also
Thursday, the Big M Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at the Triangle Inn.
Friday: Tiger football at Caldwell _County,
Kentucky Wesleyan at Murray State women's
tennis and Murray State golf at Ohio State
Invitational.
Saturday: Murray State women's tennis at
Evansville, Murray State men's cross
country at Western lllinois, Murray State
men's cross country at Indiana Invitational,
and Murray State football Homecoming.
bogeying the lath for his 67. His
two-over-par final 18 Saturday
morning gave him his winning
215 total, good for a large,
transistor radio.
Eastern's Holloway was only
three strokes back of Klier with
an even par 144 after Friday's
rounds, but soared to a 78 on
Saturday to finish sixth in the
individual scoring. Long was
next at 145, followed by Doug
Macalla, SIU-Edwardsville,




Adam Laming and Martin
Mattingly competed in the
fourth running of the Andrew
Jackson Memorial Marathon on
Saturday.
Lanning completed the full
marathon course (28.2 miles) in
3 hours, 19 minutes. He took
second place in the Masters
division.
Mattingly took first place in
the Veterans division of the
half-marathon (13.1 miles),
with a time of 1:59:20.
Mattingly took first place lathe
Veterans division of the half-
marathon (13.1 miles), with a
time of 1:59:20.
Dr. Lanning is president and
Father Mattingly vice-
president of the Murray Mar-
thoners, a local running club.
Both have participated all four
years in the annual Andrew
Jackson Memorial Marathon.
The Murray Marathoners
expect to have representatives
in the Old Hickory Run next
Saturday, at which the runners
will have the option of three
racers: 1.6 miles, 5.8 miles, and
11.2 miles. All three courses are
hilly, and are staged in the
Percy Warner Park in Nash-
ville. Any local runners who
wish to participate may obtain
information by calling 7534876.
Dawson of Tennessee Tech tied,
at 147.
The golfers and their 'coring
follow:
Kevin Klier. MSU 7447-74-215
James Brown, St1J-C 74-73-71-218
Bob Long, APSU 72-73-73-218
Dan Bo, EMI 75-75-70-120
Brooks Wags!, SIU-E 72-76-71-221
Bob Holkiway, EIKU 71-73-75-222
Doug Macalla,SIU-4 T343-77-723
Henry Lane, APSU 75-7544-224
Tom Dawson, TT 75-72-77-234
Fred Copeland, Mo 73-75-78--274
Gerald NeLson, MT 77-75-73-225
Jerry Vidovic, ISU 75-711-7S-220
Geary Shorter, MT 74-74-72--296
IlEite Porpich, MSU 77-74-75-2X
0ale Yams. MT 119-72-73-227
Keith Swindon, 8111-E 7477-71-227
Warrant Molitor, BU 711.711-73-327
Sy tiampft.APSU 744677-777
Bobbj-U-nninlkSU rrasassin -
Dave Ryan, EKU 77-78-75-228
Gary Raiser, TT 76-75-71/-729
Mike Munro. ISU MTh-76-M
Chuck Irma, EKU 76-76-78--230
Sam Hunt, MT 81-73-77-231
John Hand, SIU-E 7742-72-231
John Kasch, MU 7$-78-75-231
John Plullire. 16513 110.75-77-232
Jun Zartman, ISU 73-79-73-232
Torn Ambrooch, BU 79-75-78-232
Jun Bewley, APSU 77-75-80-212
Britt Roger, IT 75-79-79-233
Larry Patton, MSC 74-7313-733
Dee Sanders, Mo 79-78-76-233
Jerry Tucker, SI13-C 74-7941-234
Mark Durham, SIU-C 78-79-79-231
Jim Roberts, Mo 110-76-79--211,3
Walter Siemsglitz, SIU-C 80-7441-ns
Torn Maupin,1"I' 75-711-83--136
Kevin Kramer, TT 7948-73-236
Jerry Young, BU 88-72-71-231
Jim Theme, BU 80-79-77 -231
Jim Gevecker, Mo 62-77-7S-237
Don Patton, BU 7941-71-221
Norman Vac-ovsky, MSC 794I-78.-238
Robert Tierney, SIU-E 14-79.76-239
Men Guenther, Me 111-7141-240
J B Stevens, ISU 83-71-73-240
Brad Stine. MSU 774340-440
Pete Godwin, Mo 7644-80-240
Larry Glacone, SIU-C 86-75-79-240
Torn Tierney, ELM 87-75-79-241
Bob Milligan, ISU 12-7841-241
Bob Dyke, MT 17-75-79-241
Randy Jacobson, APSU 84-7542-441
Rudy Hardwick, APSU 80-15-77-242
Cal Meister. BU ' 814340-244
Kevin McConnell, SIII-E 6441-73-244
Gary Stuastal, SI13-E 84-6041-246




Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. ere urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. in. 10 insure
delivery of this newspaper.





• For interior walls, ceilings and trim
• Easy to apply, dries fast,
soap and water cleanup
• Hides well—no laps or streaks
✓ Popular decorator colors and
over 1400 custom-mixed colors
rM•Zie .49
Save with this coupon while safe lasts!
..... MIR NMI ........
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615415 COMBINES
These International 615-715 Combines with
corn heads have big power for bad weather,
slope. -and to combine high population stands
of corn without plugging
• Deep-ledge platforms give better feeding in
all crops. Exclusive fin and wire racks have
50% more open space; let you operate at faster
ground speeds and still save grain.
• You never run out of power because horse-
power is matched to the combine. Quick attach
"platforms and corn heads.
-0-F-utt-wrctti'r threshing-frarn • 10=1-/2-10 18-1 /2-
ft. Complete comfort inside . . . less noise and
heat. Variable speed cylinder an fan drives




1 used 1972 Massey Ferguson 410 Combine
in excellent condition. 13 ft. platform, air con-
ditioned,'hydraulic reel and chopper.
di Purchase Equipment Co.





TODAYS plan for TOMORROW'S security
An individual Retirement Account
(IRA) Vs a personal tax-sheltered
retirement plan. It was developed by
Congress to bring to every American
worker the opportunity to build a
--more secure future for himself and
for his family.
IRA's are available to any wage-
earner. The only requirement is that
you not currently be a participant in
any other retirement plan.
Come in and inquire






-- "A•50 All BRANDS DE FARM
EOUIPMENT
4..4F •
YOU'LL BE SUPRISED AT






SEE US FOR YOUR
SERVICE & REPAIRS
A Visit From You
Would Be Appreciated!
• EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY ALE WEEK!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
OPEN AT 130 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PHONE 211.6020,PHONE 1511451 AFTER 5 PM
JUNCTION 111 & SfDdlld ROAD 14d YFIElD KY
FARM Si FORECAS'T.)
4-H'ers Improve Records With Photography
CHICAGO—It's been said
that one piiture is worth a
thousand . siOrds, and that
statement certainly holds true
when it comes to assembting
a 4-H record book! Clear,
sharp "before" and "after"
photographs of 4-H projects
can add more interest and
impact to a record book than
a comparable number of
written pages.
Using their camera skills to
visualize 4-H experiences and
accomplishments is important
.to more than 127,000 young
people in the national 4-H
photography program spon-
...solgd—by......Lastinga... KC44
Company. Under the super-
vision of the Cooperative
Extension Service, rural and
ins to movie-making, there
are educational materials to
interest the 4-H photographer
at any level of proficiency.
4-H'ers may find that their
interest in photography as a
useful, enjoyable hobby leads
to a lifetime career as a
commercial photographer,
photojournalist, graphics de-
signer or visual communica-
tions instructor.
44l'erircan earn awards
Kodak also offers incen-
tives and recognition to pro-
gram members through
awards arranged and an-
nounced by the National 4-H
Service Committee. Foremost
among these awards are the -
S1,000 college scholarships
presented to six national
winners in the program.
The six are selected from
50 state winners who receive
expense-paid trips to the 54th
National 4-H Congress, Nov.
30-Dec. 4 in Chicago. Up to
four program members per
county are eligible for medals
of 4onor. All winners are
cho ti by the Extension
Service on the basis of their
record books.
For the second year, the
company is sponsoring . a
National 4-H Photo Exhibi-
tion to be held Nov. 29-Dec.
4 during 4-H Congress. The
1974 national 4-H photography :winners look at the record 1975 show will focus on
books that helped earn .them $1,000 scholarships from individual photos and picture
Eastman Kodak Company. Pictured with Douglas C. Harvey, Series taken by 4-14'ers that
vice president and general manager, Kodak Apparatus Division, record and interpret their 4-H
are national winners representing the states of Indiana, Texas, activities and interests.
California, Vermont, Virginia and Minnesota. The photog- Additional information on
raphy program is supervised by the Cooperative Extension the national 4-H photography
Service, with awards arranged and announced by the National program is available from
4-F1 Service Committee, county extension agents.
urban 4-1Vers from 9 to 19




But photography is more
than a communications tool.
It's a means of artistic expres-
sion and a medium for
exploring the scientific world.
And it gives 4-H'ers an
opportunity . to benefit the
community by visually re-
cording the progress of civic
action projects.
To aid 4-H camera enthusi-
asts, Kodak has helped pro-
duce a series of members'
tRanktaiS. and 144e.rx' guides
for use in the program. From
the basics of camera opera-
tion to developing and print-
Aen.
04.
Ideal Time To Plant Wheat
By Ted Howard
County Agent
Sinai, grains are becoming
increasingly important to
Kentucky and Calloway
County's agriculture, both in
respect to acreage and in dollar
value contributed to
agricultural income. Our
climate and soils are well suited
for the production of high
quality soft red winter wheat.
However, due to disease fac-
tors, it is best to delay seeding
until around October 15th. No
one variety has all the desirable
characteristics. Each has
certain advantages. Yielding
ability, straw strength, height,
earliness, grain quality and
disease resistance are im-
portant in choosing a variety.
Recommended varieties are
those which are superior in one
or more characteristics im-
portant for the crop and have
been tested by the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment
Station for three or more years.
These varieties for wheat are
Abe, Arthur, Arthur 71, McNair
4823 and Oasis.
If you plan to use wheat in
your farming program, you will
need to use some kind of control
measure on wild garlic. Wild
garlic is a troublesome weed
that is found throughout our
state and it causes a serious
problem in wheat fields.
Elevator operators either place
a dockage on grain con-
taminated with this weed or
News From The CCHS FFA
Our chapter has been in-
volved in many activities since
school wap out in May. The
highlight of. our ac-
complishment as our FV4
president - Steve McCuistion,
elected President of the State
FFA Association. Steve will
work with 15,000 FFA members
acrosit_the state for the yw__
1975-76.
Eight members of our local
chapter received the State
farmer degree, which is the
highest award a state can give.
They were: Steve McCuiston,
Mack Harris, Tim Letterman,
Kent Letterman, Anthony
Webb, Ricky Stewart, Thomas
Murdock, and Don Nance.
At the state FFA convention,
'ditch was held in Louisville,
June 3-8. Steve won sec-
ond in the public speaking„ was




The 1975 Future Farmers of
America Contest, sponsored by
The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times, is underway
throughout Kentucky. $1,500 in
U. S. Savings Bonds will be
awarded thetep winners.
The annual contest, designed
'o recognize outstanding
hievernetit by Kentucky FFA
-members, is a public service of
the two Louisville daily
newspapers and is conductell in




The FFA member named
state champion in the contest
will receive a $500 U. S. Savings
Bond. Ten regional runners-up
will each receive a $100 savings
bond.
The 11 winners, their parents
and FFA advisors will be guests
of honor at the newspapers'
annual Farm Awards Luncheon
in Louisville next March. The
winners will receive their
awards at the luncheon.
Each FFA chapter in Ken.
lucky is to choose its top
member in the contest. Each
chapter winner will receive a
wooden plaque symbolic of his
achievement. Chapters with 100
per cent Member participation
'will receive special recognition
certificates.
The deadline for entering the
competition is November 1,
1975. FFA members may obtain
contest brochures and entry
farms from their vocational
agriculture teachers, all of
whom In. Reniticky have been
sent the materials.
The 1974 state champion in
the contest was Michael Mit-
chell ,if Midway.
farmer and Kerry Wyatt won
third place .in soybean
production. Our chapter was
rated a gold emblem, and
placed fifth best chapter in the
state. At the national level our
chapter received the silver
emblem rating and for all of this
we are very proud.
Our new officers Mark
Wilson, president; Kilt Stub-
blefield, vice-president; Barry
Joseph, secretary; Joe Dan
Taylor, treasurer; Charles
Enoch, reporter; and Kerry
Stone, sentinel, attended the
state Leadership training
center in Hardinsburg in July.
Their plans are to lead our
, chapter to another banner year.
Shea Sykes attended the center
in the place of Krit, who in-
volved in a speech training
program on the MSU campus at
the time.
Our Tobacco Judging team
won the state tobacco judging
contest, conducted during the
week of the State Fair. The
members were: Darrel Beane,
Shea Sykes and Pat Webb. Brad
Cook entered the seed iden-
tification contest and placed in
the top twenty. Our Dairy
Judging team was runner-up in
the state daily judging contest
and went on to win at the Mid
South Fair at Memphis, Tenn.
on Sept. 22. Members of the
team are: Alene Paschall,
Sandra Stark and Kerry Wyatt.
Our soil judging team won the
Regional soil judging contest
and participated in the state
contest at Hardinsburg, Ken-
Old Fashioned Pear Slump
Juicy fresh Western Bartlett pears, simmered with fluffy tender
dumplings and topped with warm nutmeg sauce, bring visions of
old country kitchens with their wondrous-aromas. Tempt appetites
all through dinner while .cooking this delightfully fragrant dessert.
Pacific Coast Bartletts are perfect for this dish because you need
only to,slice and core.them. The peel is so tender it can be left on
for added flavor. Cinnamon and nutmeg are natural choices with
pears—Tor they enhance the spiciness Of the fruit. Look for fresh
sweet Western Bartletts in the market from now into November.
Fresh Pear Slump
6 cups sliced fresh Western 2 tablespoons butter
Bartlett pears V4 cup water
I cup sugar 1/2 cups biscuit mix
I teaspoon cinnamon V2 cup milk
Slice and core pears, do not peel. Bring pears, sugar, cinnamon.
butter and water to boil. covered. Turn to low heat. Mix remaining
ingredients together. Drop by spoonfuls on pears. Cover and cook
on low heat about 30 minutes. Serve warm with Nutmeg Sauce.
Makes 6 servings.
NUTMEG SAUCE: Combine I cup sugar with 1 tablespoon
flour. Stir in 1 cup boiling water. Cook until slightly thickened.
stirring constantly. Add.I tablespoon butter and simmer 5 minutes.













. Soil Improvement Assoc. Inc.
Industrial Rd. . 753-2994
refuse to buy the grain. Garlic
plants look very much like a
cultivated onion and are often
called wild onions. Two types of
garlic may be found growing in
the same clump of garlic. The
larger type produces aerial
bulblets, which end up con-
taminating the grain while the
smaller, more slender type of
plant does not produce any
aerial bulblets. Due to the
number of bulbs produced and
the time they remain in the soil,
control of wild garlic is very
difficult.
In the early fall, the bulb
types start and continue
emerging until late spring. The
plants remain green throughout
the winter with underground
bulb formation beginning in
early spring.
Timing, rate and chemicals
are choices that the producer
must weigh before deciding on
the chemical control method for
wild garlic. Timing should be
based on the growth stage of the
wheat. Application should be
tucky on June 12 and placed 9th
in the state. Members of the
team were: Greg Byars, Buck
Futrell, Kerry Stone, and Gary
Henson.
Krit Stubblefield entered his
six animals in the FFA state
Dairy Show: four year old cow,
"Judges Sleeping Carolina"
won first place in her devision.
Other members showing were,
Jerry and Larry Tucker, Steve
McCuiston, and Greg McClure:.
A total of twenty animals were
shown from the Calloway FFA.
Joe Dan -Taylor won first
place in the state with ten ears
of yellow popcorn. Mark Wilson
won fifth place with two entries
of stripped dark-fired tobacco.
Our latest big attraction was
our FFA tractor pull. Held
August 30, 180 tractor pulls from
all over the Purchase Region
were made. We had a good
attendance—it lasted all night.
We have the largest mem-
bership, 215, since our chapter
was chartered in 1960.
made in the spring after the
wheat is fully tillered and
before it has fully joined. When
wheat is in the boot stagel
chemical applications cause
injury to the formation of the
wheat heads and reduce yields.




information and other services
only to individuals or institution
that functions without regard to













Right now your Massey-Ferguson dealer is offering you
one of the finest tractor deals ever made in your area. Four
models to choose from, liberal trade-in allowances, plus
a special factory cash bonus of $350 up to $450.
Here's all there is to it. You race in and work out the
best deal you can with your dealer. Once the deal is
finalized, Massey will mail you a cash bonus of $450 on
a Massey 235 with manual steering, $350 on an MF 255,
MF 265, MF 275 or MF 235 power steering.
Move up in Power! Move up to Massey, and pocket
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18' Diameter Bin, Full ;ength outside ladder, Inside
Ladder, Drying Floor, Steel Sub-Structures, 24"
Single Transition, 7% H.P. Fan W/controls, Well
and Tube w/Control Rod, Sub-floor unloadiog
Auger w/motor, Concrete Foundation and erected
on your farm.
C & S Farm Structures




























































WHAT WILL IT TAKE?
20 More Bushels In 10 Years
DEKALB, ILL.—How to
squeeze more bushels of corn
out of each acre. That's a tough
question that has production
specialists sharpening their
pencils. And it has crop
scientists taking a hard look at
what they can do to the ear-
producing plant to enhance its
productivity.
Since the advent of
hybridization, corn yields have
increased at an average rate of
two to three bushels per acre
each year. USDA officials are
proud to graph this 45-degree
1HE SIGN




WEE E Tractor 753.14.2
curve. But this unprecedented
efficiency by American farmers
has some food forecasters
worried about corn yields 10
years from now.
Can we feed increasing
numbers of peoplelf_corn yields
level off? How long can the
magic two to three bushel in-
crease in yield last? Will far-
mers average 200 bushels per
acre of corn by 1985? And what
type of hybrids will farmers be
planting to get these bigger
yields?
Corn Breeders Can Do It
Some of these considerations
were recently discussed by Dr.
Basil Tsotsis, director of corn
research for DEKALB
AgResearch, Inc., DeKalb,
Illinois. And it appears the two
to three bushel increase in corn
production .should continue for
at least the next 10 years—
provided farmers and crop
scientists continue to do
everything right.
"Higher yielding hybrids are
on the way," he says. "We're
confident we can continue to
make hybrid ,combinations
available, which are
significantly better than the
ones farmers are planting
today. The new hybrids will
encourage farmers to beef-up
their management skills, too."
Breeders Want Yield Kick
"Corn breeding today is?
Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.




Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn 




continually reports Chicogo 
Board
of Trade and prices of 




Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner Bobby Meodor, Mgr.
shop for money
like you do machinery.
Carefully__
You seldom buy the first piece of equipment
you see. You study literature. You ask ques-
tions. You visit several dealers. You're making
a whopping investment-perhaps all the profits
from an entire crop. And you're just as selec-
tive when buying cattle or other livestock. You
Judge brand or breed on ,the basis of perform-
ance. service and value. Be tbe same way
,about your source of operating capital. Talk io
you Production Credit man.
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N. etb St.
Norm, Ky. 753-$1,02
Keys F. Keel Field Office Manager
Tommy Murphey. . .Field Representative
Anita McCallon Secretary The go ahead peopie
"At DEKALB, right now,
we're increasingly optornistic
about the higher yielding
hybrids of the future," the corn
breeder explains.
Source populations contain
huge reservoirs of genes—
complex chemical units in cells
which determine - heredity.
Plant breeders call source
populations the starting point in
corn breeding because they're
used to develop inbred lines
which eventually become the
parents of future hybrid
combinations.
"One of the most important
observations we've made is that
a hybrid which displays high
levels of heterosis or hybrid
vigor results from crossing
inbrecls derived from unrelated
source populatins," Tsotsis
explains. "In other words, the
more different the parents, the
better the odds for yield ad-
vantages."
The key to higher yielding
hybrids is the present work seed
companies are doing to develop
source populations with vast
genetic diversity. But
sustaining genetic diversity is
becoming more of a problem
now, according to Tsotsis.
Here's why:
In pre-hybrid days, the entire
United States corn acreage
could have been described as a




could occur freely. Now, with
hybrids, essentially all genetic
changes which may affect corn
of the future occur in the limited
acreages used by breeding
nurseries.
"DEKALB nurseries are
packed with source populations
which may provide the basis for
a 10 to 15 per cent increase in
yields over present levels,"
Tsotsis says. The increases are
expected from the increased
level of heterosis displayed by
new source populations when
compared to older sources in
inbred lines.
And because of our world-
wide breeding efforts," he says,
"DEKALB is in a position to
collect, catalogue, evaluate and
distribute plant materials of
potential value from most of the,
corti.i producing areas in the
world.
"We have quite a collection of
varieties grown by farmers in
Mexico and Central America—
areas regarded as the major
center for corn origin; these
varieties represent survivors of
the ravages of natural selection
and should have a major
bearing on future corn im-
provement work."
Updating Technology
Corn has evolved from
breeding programs as a single-
eared plant with little capacity
for setting multiple ears, or
producing ear-bearing tillers.
Corn breeders have been
limited as to kilt how much they
&add do with single ears on
single plants—make longer
kernel rows: more kernel rows;
go for higher plant populations.
For long-term gains in
productivity, scientists must
seek a broader range of
alternatives for the plant to
produce grain, gather sunlight
and utilize water and nutrients.
"It's going to take a real up-
date in Crop technology to come
up with dramatic -yield in-
-creeses,"---Tsetsis- points - et -
"But we feel weArejn aposition
toi make a significant con-
tribution to boosting corn
yields. For example, changes
made in the functional make-up a Mexican variety. It's a type of
drought avoidance mechanism.af the plant—like producing
grain in a atassel instead of an The gene holds the promise for
ear—could contribute the development of hybrids that
significantly higher gains in can go on to make a respectable
yield even under severe droughtproduction on top of the normal Y
„two to three „bushel a year-in--stress. Hybrids made from
crease." inbreds containing this gene are
--Here's a run-down of ad- under tests.
iitional technology behind those -Tassel seed—Here's a
green stalks with single-ears dramatic example of what
that could contribute to could lead to a big jump in ef-
dramatic new breakthroughs: ficiency. Through the use of two
-Multiple-eared corns— genes, tassel seed and tunicate,
"We're shooting for prolific or „ it's possible to move grain
production from ear to tassel.multiple-eared hybrids that P
draw equally from the entire __ Reason: tassels have more sites
powerhouse of the corn plant," for grain formation than ears—
the breeder says. "Commerical' approximately 2.5 to 1. -
prolific hybrids could be "Ear corn has between 800 to
based on the unique theory of
heterosis," Tsotsis explains. It
means that when we cross two
parent lines together in order to
make a new hybrid com-
bination, we're looking for a
certain amount of -yii* kick.
Naturally, the hybrids farmer
wants are the ones offering the
biggest yield boost."
From a corn breeding
standpoint, Tsotsis views the
new higher yielding hybrids
coming from two areas of plant
science: (1) development
programs which search for
good source populations which
can be used to makeup new
hybrids, and ( 2) updating
current technology about corn
physiology, available soon." 1,000 sites for kernels, Tsotsis
-More efficient use of fer- explains, "but on a tassel, there
tilizers—Genetic differences are more than 2,500 potential
kernel sites. So we're talkinghave been established regar-
about boosting corn yields not 15ding the concentration of P and
K and other nutrients in corn
leaf. "These differences may - Arnd'7 "
if the 
or 20 per cent, but say 250 or 
300ne
hybrids can passmean we can make corns that
the stress' tests, it could boostcan better utilize available
nutritntsrne tays:—And with.....harvesting efficiency, too.
That's because tassel seed dries
down much fasterfor harvest
and all you'd do is clip the
tassels off the short stalks,
much like sorghum.
DEKALB researchers are
now testing tassel seed hybrids
at several locations.
-More protein and starch—
Corn productivity can be in-
creased on a per acre basis
without altering grain chemical
composition or nutrient value.
Another alternative: improve
grain chemical and nutritive
value with or without yield
increases.
"Our work at DEKALB is
designed to affect two major
kernel parts: protein and
',starch," Tsotsis says.
Normal corn produces protein
that is deficient in certain
essential amino acids—like
lysine and trytophan—which
are building blocks of protein.
The quality of corn protein can
be improved, by incorporating a
gene called "opaque-2." This
gene can significantly improve
levels of lysine and trytophan,
according to corn breeders.
What's all this mean? These
improvements could allow hog
producers to use corn as either
a total feed or one that requires
reduced amounts of protein
supplement. It could also have a.
major impact in areas of the
world where corn is .used
directly for human con-
sumption.
Still Many Unknown Variables
From a genetic viewpoint, it
appears there'll be a, steady
flow of higher yielding 'hybrids
each year. And that's good news
to any corn farmer. But plan-
ting the right hybrid is only the
first big step in corn production.
There are many more factors
that enter into the efficiency
scheme—weather, adequate
fertilizer supplies, disease or
----insect-probierns-. Only time will
tell VI, hat 1985 yields will be.
However, corn researchers say
average per acre yields can
continue to increase. .if.
high-priced fertilizer in shod
supply and pollution fears, this,
work is increasingly im-
portant." DEKALB expects
hybrids with specific leaf
concentration of P and k
available for testing this, year.
-Better drought resistance—A
gene called "latente"—from the
Spanish word meaning "dor-




Dairy farmers from this area
will hold their annual district
meeting, Monday, October 13,
at the Mayfield High School in
Mayfield. J. Albert Toon,
Mayfield, is chairman of the
meeting.
Activities will start with a
7:00 p. m. (local time) dairy
buffet for all dairymen and
their families. A general
meeting will follow with a
welcome from the county host,
a report on "Dairy Wives
Promote the Dairy Princess
Program" by a member of the
Ada Executive Committee,
introduction of dairy princess
candidates, and a review of the
American Dairy Association
program ahead conducted by
Frank C. Carpenter, ADA
Manager, and Robert W. Basse,
Coordinator. A discussion
period and election of an ADA
Board Member for a two-year
term will follow.
Highlights of the meeting
include presentation of the
district Ada Scholarship Award
and the Coronation of the
District Dairy Princess.
Ada officers who will be
speaking at the various districts
this year include Mrs. H. H.'
Barlow, Jr., Cave City,
president; Mrs. John Smith,
Smithfield, first vice president;
Mrs. Paul McCarthy, Jef-
fersontown, second vice
president; and Mrs. J. L. Coots,
Finchville, secretary-treasurer
The local Ada Chairman is Mrs
Kay Wilson, Fancy Farm. ,
Door prizes will be awarded
















hay; 118 pounds of grain; 14
ounces of salt: 14, ounces of
food substance labeled "gen -
eral"; and she must have 1/'
gallons of water. All this in a
week!
• • •
-17v-e" rT rerriperstures- shred -be
__checked from time 
your
-
 oven is not heating pr9p-
erly, you're possibly working




GOAT POWER — Walter Rentschler of Springfield, Ill., uses his one goat-power engine to
shell corn. The treadmill generates the energy for the sheller to operate and Waiter says Billy
will walk the treadmill all day, just so long as he's provided with enought cigarettes to eat. By






Call at the Calloway Ex-
tension Agents Office and
secure bulletin on "Tips for
Energy Saving," telephone 753-
1452.
A few basic statistics sho*
how :important it is for
Americans to save energy at
home. Almost 20 per cent of all
energy consumed in the United
States is used in our 70 million
households. That includes more
than half of all the space
heating fuels used in the
country and about a third of all
the electricity.
More than half the energy we
use in our homes goes into
heating and cooling. Heating
water takes about 15 per cent.
Lighting, cooking, refrigeration
and operating appliances ac-
count for the rest.
By conserving energy at
home, you can save money for
yourself and help avert un-
comfortable shortage in energy
supplies in the year ahead.
Tips for year-round energy
savings Insulation-Help
protection against heat and cold
proper insulation can increase
temperature control efficiency
by as much as 20 to 30 per cent.
If you have less than six inches
of old insulation in an attic floor,
It's save to say you neeo more.
Caulk and weatherstrip doors
and windows. Install storm
windows and doors., this will
reduce fuel cost by about 15 per
cent.
Use dishwashers, clothes
washers and dryers and electric
ovens in the early morning or
late evening hours when
electrical systems often are not






The one and only 40 miles per gallon ( EPA
Highway Estimate) American made cart
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Welding Fabrication




El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires
Purchase Tire Mart
East Main at Industrial Rood
753-7111 Max Keel, Mgr.
New Tractors
In Stock including a
Full line of Equipment
featuring our new style
J-D Planters
Buy now on o 1DPA Finance Plan.





Co-Owsers Robert Entre and 111 1kCarb
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is now expending into


























2. Can be operated
full or part time.
3. Age is no
barrier.
If you-are a sin-
cere individual and




















HOME ALL Rl6HT, THOUGH
CC 6PIKE COuLD ALIUMS
TAKE CARE OF HIMSELF...















ING for you. Call 753-4917.
THE UNDERSIGNED will
sell at public sale for
cash: 1973 Ravens trailer,
Serial No. 73826-73827 and
a 1973 International Serial
No. 11209 at 2 o'clock p.
m., October 6, 1975 at
Taylor Motors, 303 South
4th St., Murray, Ky. The
undersigned reserves the













Pdtson Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED



















regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.
New Hours:






When you need sepplies, equip-
ment or service call us. Cleaning
is what we know best. We hare
steam cleaners sad ether
detming equipment for nee, or
if you prefer we will clean your
carpets and floors for yaw.
WNO -, IS IT c. SWAT 15 IT 2
2. Notice
...he 'ought like an army
and lived like a legend.
5 Lost And Found
LOST-WHITE, black and
brown female walker
coon dog. Tatoo in the left
ear, R.H.O. Call Z. B.
Crouse-, 753-7386.
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador iUtrirver





Party Plans Call 753-
5550.
WANTED SOMEONE to do




and working knowledge of







































building 8 x 10, $388.00. 8 x
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
Free normal delivery. We
build all sizes of storage
buildings, lake cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Located on Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 753-
8984.
9. Situations Wanted
WOMAN WANTS part time
housekeeping job. Has
references. Call 753-6666.
WILL DO odd jobs, minor
repairs, light carpentry,
yard work, farm work, or
what have you. Call 753-
4138.
DRESS .§1-10P. 'located in
West Kentucky. In-
dustrial 'town, good -
-location. No




Be In Business For Yourself
Full Or Part Time
DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED
To Service Stores-Dealers
Racks of Bycycle Parts
No Experience necessary, as Com-
pany will turn over accounts for you
to supply and service, established in
your immediate area by Company.
for SIMBA BICYCLE PARTS-AC-
(IS. This at this time is a
BOOMING INDUSTRY and the ac-
counts you will service shall be
located in Hardware, Variety Super
Markets, Bicycle, Discount, and
College Book Stores, etc;
Profit POTENTIAL is virtually
unlimited, our records show that
$96.00 and more for each day worked
is a very conservative figure and
estimate.
A $4595.00 INVENTORY (im-
mediate! investment puts you in
your own business Right Now.







am looking for the per.
son who has a desire to,
get into the fascinating
field of Cosmetics who
feels they have the
ability for sales. If you
are over twenty-fire and

















HEALTH, LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
problem; Call 753-1976.
14. Want To Buy
SMALL CAR, call days 345-
2225 or nights 345-2681.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.
15. Articles For Sale
BEAUTIFUL GREETING
cards, including
Christmas cards and post
cards. Phone 753-1712 or
753-4672.
FOR SALE - Six prime
grain fattened steers, 900-
1000 lb., Hereford-Angus
cross. Beef at its best by
the quarter or side. Call
753-6567 after 6.
16. Home Furnishings
DARK GREEN COUCH, 2
plaid chairs. Call 753-4639
or see at 526 South 7th St.
'ELECTROLUX .SALES




tember Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
purchase of every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum 'for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
day.
19. Farm Equipment






1975 15' Challenger bass
boat and trailer with 65
horsepower Johnson
engine plus trolling mntor
anti extras.- Root ami --
motor has less than 1,







































1974 18' Starcraft pro bass
boat and trailer with 135
horsepower , evinrude
engine with tilt and trim
plus trolling motor and all
the extras. Will accept
ttade-m of run about or
550 cc. or larger motor-
cycle. $3800. Call 436-2211,
after 6, 753-0224.
10' G.W. Invader speedboat
and trailer with 35 hor-
sepower Mercury, extra
sharp. $600. Call 436-2211.
After 6, call 753-0224.
S & W TARGET Grips, J,
K, 8i N, frame, stainless,
357 Smith & Wesson.
Serious inquiries only.
Call 7534964.
HUNTING BOW. 50 lb. 52",
Indian, set up for hunting.
Complete with arrows
and quiver, $45.00. Can be
seen at Vernon's Shoe
Store.
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2








CLUBS, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" 10 si.,eed.
Call 437-4570 or 1.37-4733.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 MercurrUicator,
trolling motor, power










for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
TAKE UP monthly
payment of $18.05 on
console color T.V. Stereo
console for $9.02 a month.
J & B Music. Call 753:7575.
24. Miscellaneous
WOOD HEATERS,
automatic, cast loon fire




TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
1971 1: TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburator.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
FORMICAL SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors









9a. m. to 5 p. m.
Baby L childree items, high
chair, inchworm, twins clothing
shoes, boots. desks. twins
stroller, adults clothing sod
shoes, bowling ball, If rain tie
sale wdl he said at 5 leder Ma
26. TV Radio
;6' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.,
27. Mobile Home Sales
WE 'BUY used mobile
homes. Top 'prices paid.
Saddle and gPur Trailer
Sales, Paducah'. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
1965 HOUSE TRAILER.
Good condition. Call after
5 - 474-2342.
1970 60 x 12 Marion, 2
bedroom, central air,
awning, plus many ex-
tras. Phone 437-4570.
HOLIDAY 60 x 12, 2
bedroom, 2 baths, all
electric air conditioned,
washer, dryer, dish-
washer, all house fur-
niture, new carpet. Call
753-2207 after 5 p.m.
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,






29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 55 TRAILER, natural
gas heat. See Brandon
Dill at 413 Sycamore.
1% BEDROOMS, nice with
----- -43leettic -heat and air' -





Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces




shop or warehouse. Call
753-7850.
32 Apartments For Rent
ED APART-




NICE 1 bedroom fully
furnished apt. on N. 18th








only. No pets. Reference
and deposit required.. Call






central heat and air,
patio. $150. Call 753-7550.
MURRAY MANOR - All















White Hail $105.00 per









































































































33 Rooms For Rent
HAVE ROOMS in a country
home. Connie Lampe.
Call 436-2510.
34. Houses For Rent
3 BEDROOM unfurnished
house. Inquire in person,
ask for Bill. Oakley Used
Cars, Old Benton Road.
37. Livestock - Supplies
FAT CALVES ready for
freezer. Totally grain fed.










38. Pets - Supplies
AKC BLUE Doberman
puppy, 12 weeks old, all
shots, $300.00. Can be seen
by appointment only. Call
753-7429.
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boarding arid - grooming,











basement. es mile from.
lake, $12,500. Call 354-
8361.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail ( Ky
1918), a blacktop road,
near Hamlin, Ky and
Chandler Park. These lots
are located in an ex-
clusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
a short distance to boat
launching facilities at
Chandler Park. Each
tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
Electric and phone are in
,tne area. Reasonably
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street
Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
TRFor-,,QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is 141' FRONTAGE x 204'.
your tinie: or tneireefe-leW1PRECTM T4I South.
or drop by the office at 901 For a new home or mobile




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We







miles west of Almo
Heights on Ky. 464, 4
miles from Murray.
Situated on a 5 acre
tract with trees in yard,
2 storage sheds, 6-stall
stock barn, stock pond,
good well, woven wire
fencing. House has new
paneling, new car-
peting, new wiring and
new plumbing,





44. Lots For Sale
Tiny Tots







6. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 1405 Henry, 5
room brick, attached
garage, wall to wall






for a $2000 tax credit.
Phone 753-9208.
IT46 ErtHER 5 VORM OF JIM
&RAM OR f TOXE-41 BOOK ,N
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM brick,
Pt bath, carport, electric
heat, near university. Call
753-6790 after 5 p.m.
COLDWATER, I year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-








ceilings, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, fireplace, central
heat and air, formal
dining, a must to see at
$36,000.00. Call Moffitt









TO HELP -YOU- CLEAR OUT YOUR HOME OR
BUSINESS FOR FALL, THE CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
OF THE MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES IS HAVING A
SALE ON CLASSIFIED ADS ALL DURING THE MON-
TH OF OCTOBER.
The sale is open to everyone, for every section on
the classified page, small reader ads or classified
display ads as long as they meet the following
requirements:
iAds must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first..
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before
expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads will
remain in effect.










NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO SAVE ON YOUR ADVERTISING. Sell
those white elephants you have laying around, rent that apartment,
trailer. or house,, sell that home or car. Take advantage of this chance
to reduce the money you spend on advertising during Oct. Call now
and arrange for-Your ad to start on Oct. _1st.
. •
HELPUS TO HELP YOU
ArA SAVING. S TO YOURSELF r
46. Homes For Sale
IN CIRCARAMA near Bel-
Aire Shopping Center- 3
bedroom, 144 bath brick
veneer home with central
gas heat, central electric
air, carpeted, beautifully
decorated through-out.
Nicely landscaped yard -
$32,500. Contact Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
N. 12th or call 7534080.
ATTRACTIVE THREE
bedroom home near
- Carter School on south
13th Street. Large family
room with fireplace,
dining room, living room,
ample closet space.
Newly decorated both
inside and out. Dish-
washer, disposal and
stove included. Move into
this reasonably priced
home NOW! John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Res. 753-7531, Off. 753-
0101.
FOR SALE-Frame
House, work shop and 5
acres of land 3 miles west
of Midway. Call 4924729-
after 5 p. m. or 762-2154.
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
7.53-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M. L. S.
47 Motorcycles
1974 HARLEY Davidson
XLH, 1000- c.c. 12450.
Call 753-1796.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
m.
1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436-
5370.
49 Used Cars 8, Trucks
1971 PLYMOUTH Fury II,
2 door hardtop, full power
and air. $900. Call after 5.
753-7295.
1965 FORD, 6 cylinder











Good tires 4 door with
air. Good shape. Phone














Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, It mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.
22 FT. FULLY SELF-
contained travel trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
12,750 at Fox Meadows


















No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
FIREWOOD BY truckload.
ez ton, on Pottertown




efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
YARD WORK, tree cutting
done. Call 753-2732.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-







TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
EXPERIENCED Elec-




grain bins Si dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. Call
753-7488.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning and
refrigeration, plumbing






plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.
51. Services Offered






Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.





Linda 436-2510 or 436-2295.
AVAILABLE PRIVATE
room in state approved













Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
51 Services Offered
ROY HARMON'S Car-











Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control







































Hwy. 641-6 miles South





















121 S. f Clarks River Bridge)
Murray, Ky.























If it has an engine we
specialize in its repair
Hinman's
Rentals
Rots Mort, kw* Wows, o•r
pH IL NI* toots, Wet t Dry rec.











dolor fig, twat wW ort•ft
fwintar• Mhos. Weis woe a
woof to•fs, off
753-5703



























. ̀--, i, . .t b..,
of the offefossi000l .
• DAILY sravic ES • CARPETS
• FlOORS • WALLS 41/ FURNITURE













Denny W. Lawrence, Jr
Professional Cleaning
Service Master of )
Western Kentucky




















Silver Fish & Shrubs












_ ..._....-.__ _____101442.5209 7 100C:n:Tahol
st.,
*Earl Stanley, •
Paris, Tennessee 753-3914 j
.
1301 Chestnut Murray, Ky. We Service All Brands!)!! ,
-
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Deaths and Funerals
R. H. Bazzell Dies
Sunday With Rites
Being Held Today
Robert Howard Bazzell died
Sunday at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
He was 63 years of age and a
retired employe of the City of
Paris.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruby Radford Bazzell, Henry,
Tenn.; one daughter, Mrs.
Donna Pierce, and two sons,
Don Bazzell and Charles Lee
Bazzell, all of Henry, Tenn.;
three sisters, Mrs. Mary Kin-
chaloe and Mrs. Gertie
Alexander, both of Hazel, and
Mrs. Iva Darby of Paris, Tenn.;
five brothers, Otho Bazzell of
Hazel, Sam Bazzell of Puryear,
Tenn:, • GrciVer Bazzell • of
Chicago, Ill., and James and
Jake Bazzell, both of Lansing,
Mich.
The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the chapel
of the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn., with burial to




paul A. Matthews, former
minister of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ,
Murray, died Friday at six p.m.
at the Bedford County General
Hospital, Shebyville, Tenn. He
was 58 years- of -
death followed a short illness.
Bro. Matthews was preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs.
Erlene Murdock Matthews, on
July 18 of this year. He was
minister of the Fairlane Church
of Christ, Shelbyville, where he
had been serving for twelve
years. Born March 14, 1917, in
Enola, Ark., he was the son of
the late Floyd Baxter Matthews
and Mattie Ethel Poe Mat-
thews.
• Survivors are two sons, Jerry
Matthews and John Paul
Matthews, both of Nashville,
Tenn.; two brothers, Bobby R.
Matthews, Little Rock, Ark.,
and Joseph L. Matthews,
Payson, Arizona.
Funeral -services are being
held today at 1:30 p.m. at the
Fairlane Church of Christ,
Shelbyville, with Bro. E. R.
Harper officiating. Burial will
be in the Willow Mount
Cemetery there with the
arrangements by the Gowan




Federal State Market News Service. Sep-
tember 29, 1475
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 14.44 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilts weak to 25 lower Sows Steady
US 1-2200-230 lbs $63 00-63 75
US 1,3 200-240 lbs $6300-63 50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs *62.25-6300
US 3-4 260-2110 lbs  *61,75.6225
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $54 00-55 On
US 1-3 300-450 Ws 153 50-54 00
US I-3 450-650 lbs . .254 55 few 55 50
US 2-3 306-500 lbs 152 50-53 50
Boars 41 00-43 00 minty 42 00
What little girl wouldn't
be happy with -a 7-real
Lamp Doll under, her
Christmas Tree. Made to
match her room decor.








Funeral services for Mrs.
Flois Hale of Dexter were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
Palestine United Methodist
Church with Rev. Eura Mathis
and Rev. John Churchwell
officiating and the Warren
Quartet providing the music.
Larry Jones, Steve Shelton,
Joe Pat Swift, Jimmy Ray
Swift, Dwight Hale, and Dwane
Hale, all grandsons, served- as
pallbearers. The Adult Sunday
School Class of Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church sit in
an honorary group. Burial was
in the Palestine Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Hale, age 84, died
Saturday morning at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was preceded in death by her
husband, Miley Hale, in 1964,
and by two daughters, Mrs.
Mary Swift Danner of Benton
and Miss Thelma Hale. She was
a member of the Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church. Born
October 14, 1890, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of




(Pauline) Jones, Mrs. Luenell
Duncan, and Mrs. T. G.
(Estelle) Shelton, all of
Murray; one son, Coy Hale of
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Joe
(Evie) Colson, and one sister-in-








The funeral serilces—for Miss
Milodean S. McGowan of
Hardin are being held today af
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Linn Funeral Home, Benton,
with Rev. James R. Hale and
Rev. Glen Cope officiating.
Burial will be in the Bir-
mingham Cemetery in Marshall
County.
Miss McGowan.. age 69. died
Saturday at ten a..m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital. She
was a retired teacher having
taught for 45 years in Marshall
County. She was a 1925 graduate
of Hardin School and also a
graduate of Murray State
College. She was a member of
the Hardin Baptist Church and
Hardin Chapter No. 277 Order of
the Eastern Star.
The retired teacher is sur-
vived by two sisters, Mrs. Fray
Holland and Mrs. Hester Wilson
of Hardin, and two nieces, Mrs.
LaVora Holland Williams of






Students in each of the ten
dormitories will be able to meet
with professional campus
ministers and local clergy for
informal programs to gain
information about opportunities




from the Campus Chaplain's
Association will go into the
dorms on the following
schedule:
White TV Lounge, First
Floor, September 30;
Franklin TV Lounge, Second
Floor, October,1;




Woods TV Lounge, Ground
Floor, Oct. 8;
Springer Study, Third Floor,
Oct. 13; -•
Richmond Front Lounge, Oct.
14;
Elizabeth TV Lounge, First
Floor, Oct. 15;
Regents TV Lounge, Second
Floor, Oct. 16;
Hester RV Lounge,_ Third
Floor, Oct. 20.
All programs will begin at
8:30 p. m. and will include a
question-answer.. period.
Students' who cannot attend in
.the residence' halls where they
live art invited to any of the.
other meetings.
- --Theirfrograms arE being
..preaented_by the Personal
Enrichment Center through the




The funeral for Euwin (Buck)
Manning of 'Murray Route Six
was held Sunday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
William Doan officiating. Dan
Marine, his nephew, was soloist
with Mrs. Oneida White at the
organ.
Pallbearers were David Skae,
Larry Ball, John Coultis,
Thomas Overcast, Troy Vance,
and Dan Marine. Burial was in
the Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Mr. Manning, age 62, died
Friday at 9:15 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired shop
foreman for a steel company in
Detroit, Mich.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lona May Calhoun Manning;
three daughters, Mrs. David
Skae, Mrs. John Coultis, and
Mrs. Larry Ball; one son,
Ronald Manning and wife,
Elizabeth; one sister, Mrs.
Mary Darnell; one half sister,





Don Perry of the Physical
Fitness Institute of America
was guest speaker at the
regular meeting of the Murray
Lions Club held Tuesday at the
1911a Lay Woman's Club House.
Perry presented a program
Don Perry
on physical fitness using the
"Total Isokinetic" approach to
exercise. Using audience
participation, he demonstrated
how ten minutes of daily usage
of his suggested method can
help cardio vascular problems
as well as back problems.
The speaker said that he
thought his concept of isokinetic
exercising was much better and
less time consuming than
jogging, lifting weights, golf,
etc., for the purpose of fitness.
New members in attendance
were Tommy Reid of Van-
derbilt Chemical Corporation
and Lee Bolen, superintendent




in Guidance and Counseling at
Murray State University, and








announced the interest rate on
price support commodity loans
and storage facility and drying
equipment loans will be in-
creased from '6.125 to 7.580 per
cent per annum, effective
October I, 1975. The change
reflects the increased cost to the
Commodity Credit Corporation
'15f borrowing money.
The new rate will apply to
outstanding loans on which
applications were received on
or after October 1, 1974, and to
new loans disbursed on and
atter October 1, 1975. The ad-
justment interest rate on out-
standing loans is in accordance
with policy announced last
October 1.
;
In 1807 Congress established
the Coast and Geodetic Survey
bureau for the purpose of pro-.
viding' charts for safe naviga-
tion.. It „has-sit:we...expanded to
provide basic geodetic, geophy-
sical and oceanographic.-
for engineering and scientific
purposes and for etimmercial,
industrial and defense needs.
SCHOLARSHIP PRESENTATION — Mike Thompson -(second from right) of
Calvert City, a sophomore construction technology major at Murray State
University, is shown as he accepts a 5250 scholarship from the Paducah Area
Construction Advancement Foundation. Making the presentation is Billy Harper,
a Paducah general contractor who is the president of the foundation. Also
shown are general contractors Hal Wright (left) of Mayfield and Ray Black of
Paducah, members of the foundation. Scholarshipatere awarded each year to an
upper division student and a lower division student in construction technology
or civil engineering at Murray State.
Student Activities Board Meets
Eight new members of the
Murray State University
Student Activities Board an-
swered "aye" when attendance
was taken at that group's
meeting Tuesday night.
That response was heard
from the eight who were vic-
torious in the Student Govern-
ment Association annual fall
elections conducted on campus
last week.
David O'Daniel, 1975-76. SAB
president from Wickliffe, in-
troduced the new members and
urged them to be responsive to
their fellow students to whom
they owe their respective
positions.
Jeff Taylor, a native of
Louisville, captured the fresh-
man class presidency last week
by a 91-vote margin over five
opponents. His chief working
partner as vice-president for
the coming year will be Laura
Case, also of Louisville, who
defeated her closest challenger
by the largest margin Of the
election, 92 votes.
In the freshman class
secretary's race, Susan Thorpe
of Benton edged two opponeriets
by 22 votes in the closest race of
the election. Meanwhile, the
only unopposed candidate on




elected from the heaviest field
of the candidates, nine, who will
speak for the freshman class at
all SGA functions. Kevin
Foushee, Louisville, collected
the most votes with 289,
followed by: Cindy Sentell,
Camden, Tenn.; Sally Williams,
Belleville, Ill.; and Jane E.
Mitchell, Brownsville.
Only three candidates filed
for two 'vacant positions on the
Student Senate as graduate
representatives. Elected to
those posts were Robert B. Day
and Dianne Noel, both of
Murray.
Steve Wyatt, a native of Lows,
was the only candidate to file
for the vacated position of
junior class vice-president and
he earned that seat in the SGA.
Advisory Committee, Vocational
Group, Holds Meet At School
The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center Distributive
Education Advisory Committee
held its first meeting of the year
on Tuesday, September 23, at
7:30 a. m. in the DE classroom
of the center.
James Lawson, Center
principal, welcomed the group
and stressed, the importance
that the Advisory Committee
groups play in the operation of
the Vocational programs.
Walt Apperson of the Murray
Ledger & Times was elected as
chairman of the group with Max
Beale of the Bank of Murray as
vice-chairman, and Vicki Shell,
DE teacher, as secretary.
Marc Hays, DECA president,
introduced the DECA officers
present who reviewed a part of
the planned DECA activities for
the coming year.
Reports were as follows:
Leadership, Marc Hays.;
regional-state, Diane Choate,





Sliger, DECA treasurer; public
relations. Bobbie Smith, DECA
reporter; region I activities,
Donna Tabers, DECA Region I
vice-president.
The Advisory Committee
selected from five finalists, a
winner in the DECA Bicen-
tennial Essay Contest, who was
Bobbie Smith, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Smith.
Others present at the
meeting, not previously men-
tioned, were Jack Benton of
Twin Lakes Office Products,
Buddy Buckingham of
Buckingham Ray Ltd.,- and
Beverly McKinley, DE teacher.
Aug s'&4 Awricet
Prices of stock of local interest at noon.
F:DT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Tunes by First of Michigan, Corp. of
Murrd.. are as follows.
U S Humes . 43. WC
Kaufman & Broad 67.
Ponderosa Systems ... 93, tux




General Mee 45'. -L.
GAF Corp 10% unc






Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
tudav furnished to the I edger & TUTIVS by
I M &anon Go are as follows.
Atm n +'11
Amer Motors Ps +Ls
Ashland Oil BB. -L.
AT&T   46 -%
Boise Cascade 22%
Ford a.
Gen. Motors 92% .
Gen. Tire 16 unc
Goodrich 16% J4
Gulf Oil 21% -La
Peons* 24% -La
QtalinfOais 164 -l-L.
Repbulic Steel 31% -L.
Singer 11% -L.
Tappan 5311 +L.
Western Union 12% -Le
Zenith  22% -L.'
Corolla 2-Door Sedan
Just good gap mileage
and a low price arerrt
enough anymore.
You want a car
that lasts, too.
Sure Corollas are low priced and get
good gas mileage. They average 33 mpg
on the highway and 21 in the city in -
EPA simulated tests.*
But what good is all that if the rest
of the car quickly goes to pot?
That's why every single Corolla goes
through water tests, brake tests, even
glove box tests. That's why every single
engine is tested for 30 minutes before it
ever spends a minute in your "%rota.
You want extras at
no extra cost. . .
Even our* lowest priced model comes
with fully reclining bucket seats, rear
window defogger and power front
disc brakes.
So you can imagine what our racy
SR-5's include. Sample: AM/FM radio
for sweet music. Wide radial tires for
sweet handling. And a 5-speed kiyerdrive
transmission for sweet savings on gas
and engine we'ar.
All at no extra cost.
Ycm want the right
car at the right price.
Which is why we make si4 many
d)fTerent lbyotas for you to choose from.
The low, low priced Corollas, plus sporty
Celicas, solid Coronas, roomy Mark II's,
tough pickup trucks and Land Cruisers.
In all, 22 different well-built lbyotas
with lots -built in for the money.
Good gas mileage and a low price?
Sure. But in a Toyota, we want iyou to
"i:oymteh.ose savings for a long time
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your hands on a
'These (vire,. are ba,ed on 1975 EPA simulated to-4s The actual tail economy of thin car Win vary di-pending ,ipon (h.' ,,P. ..1 ng you do.your driving ha bit,
h,,w w,I maintain your car, optional equipment installed, and road and weather cbnditrues
TA
Afoull neveriet go.
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